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OR, THE TOUGHEST MAN IN CAMP
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-The Meeting wilh "ThreeFingercd Tom."
' Young Wild West a'.1d his friends were riding
along the mountain trail that led north from
Tombstone, Arizona, one fine morning a few years
ago, when that region of the country known as
'the Wild West was in a rather unsettled condition. The well-known Boy Hero who was commonly called the Champion Deadshot of the West
was accompanied by his two reliable partners,
Cheyenne Charlie, the famous scout and Indian
fighter, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy who was
about the same age as our hero; also Anna, the
wife of Cheyenne Charlie, Eloise Gardner, Jim
Dart's swee1hcnr'·, and last but n.ot least, the
charming golden-haired sweetheart of our hero,
Arietta Murdock.
We might add that. the two Chinese servants
who bore the names of Hop Wah and Wing Wah
brought up the rear of the party. They were
leading well-loaded pack-horses, for in all their
travels on horseback they alwa•·s made it a point
to be well supplied with a good outfit and plenty
of provisions. After having an exciting time at
Tombstone and along the Mexican bo1·der, our
hero had resolved to travel a little further north
and strike into a region be had never visited before.
"Well, Et," said the dashing young deadshot,
as he turned to bis sweetheart, who was riding
beside him on a cream-white little broncho, "we
are heading a little toward the line of New Mexico. I can't remember that we have ever come
just this way before, but when I noticed that
the trail split and turned to the right a little, I
decided to go this way and trust to luck."
"Well, I suppose there must be a mining camp
somewhere in these parts," the igirl answered, as
she took a look ahead of them. "This seems to be
a region where gold ought to abound."
'·You are right on that,-Et. But just now
Tombstone seems to be all the go . Thel'e is so
much rich ore down that way that gold, silver
and copper is being melted out by the ton. I suppose after the supply is exhausted in the immediate vicinity of Tombstone, the rich prowoters of the enterprise will branch out. Whethe1·
they will be cuccessful or not in finding· a place
as soon a!; Tombstone, I don't know. But like

you, I am satisfied that there ought to be plenty
of gold picked up 01· dug out in these parts."
How much further the conversation might have
gone on in this channel is hard to tell, but just
then the clatter of hoofs sounded ahead of them,
and the next moment a horseman appeared from
beliind a hi,gh rock and took the trail in the same
direction they were going. It happened that the
trail was pretty straight just there, and when
the horseman had covered a distance of probably a hundred yards, he looked behind him. The
moment he saw the picturesque party riding
along after him he reined in his broncho. and
turning its face to them, sat in the saddle as
though waiting for them '" come up. They
rode on at the same pace they had been going, and
soon came to the waiting man.
"Mornin', strangers!" he called out, doffing his
hat to the girls.
As he d',i this, Young Wild West could not
help noticing t1,·at the little finger of his lef't hand
was missing. A sh<frt, grizzly beard adorned his
face, which bo1·e severn l scars. His hair was
unkempt, and the red shi11: that covered the up-per portion of his body was faded and somewhat
ragged. From his belt were suspended two heavy
Colt's revolvers, while an ugly-looking bowie
showed from a sheath at his left side.
"Good-morning," Young Wild West answered,
as he sized him up quickly and carefully.
"Yer must be goin' over to Domino Flat, I
reckon," the stranger said, as he jerked his
thumb over his shoulder and gave a nod.
"How far is it to Domino Flat?" Wild asked.
"Jest about thirty miles from here, I should
say, Ther Flat is a new camp, and lays putty
close to what they call ther New Mexico line. I
live over there, an' I jest come over from Tombstone."
"You were at Tombstone last night, then, I
suppose?" ·
"Yes, I got there late yisterday afternoon. But
I was so tired out that I slept about all ther
time I was there."
"I suppose that accounts for us not seeing
you."
"Maybe. I didn't feel very well, so I didn't
liquor up much after I got awake. If I had, I
reckon you would have seen me, all right. I
generally make things lively when I gits to Tomb-
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stone, you know. They call me Three-Fingered
Tom, an' I'm ther toughest man in Domino Flat."
"I am ve1·y glad to hear that. Nothing pleases
me better than to make the acquaintance of a
man who is very touigh."
"vVell, tell me how that is."
"Well, since you insist on it, I will. You see,
when I come across a man I happen to think is
tough, I usually try to make him a little tender."
·
"Ha, ha, ha!"
Three-Fingered Tom laughed uproariously.
"That's a good one, kid," he said. "It strikes
me as somethin' funny, blamed if it don't."
"Strikes you funny, eh?" said Young Wild
\Yest, in his cool and easy way.
"Yes. To think of a striplin' of a boy like
you makin' a tough man tender! But who are
yer, anyway?"
"My name is Young Wild West."
Instantly the expression of the man's face
changed.
"What!" he cried, after a pause, during which
no doubt he was doing a lot of thinking. "You
ain't ther young feller what's got ther name of
bein' ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, are
yer?"
"The very same, Three-Fingered Tom. I am
glad you have heard of me. I am sure . you
haven't heard anything bad of me, though."
"Well, I don't mind telling yer that I heard a
whole lot about yer that I don't believe."
"There is nothing :;:trange in that, I suppose,
so I won't take offense at what you say. I don't
care if you tell me that you have heard bad
things about me."
"Well, I won't say that I ever did, so there
won't be no chance for ye_r ter take offence. But
say, Young Wild West, what are yer goin' up
to Domino Flat for'?"
"To tell you the truth, I never heard of such
a place as Domino Flat until you just spoke of
it. We just took the trnil this way and trusted
to luck as to where it would bring us to. You
see, it makes little difference where we go. We
have a way of riding about, hunting up a little
excitement. Excitement is good for a fellow's
constitution, you know. I like it a whole lot; so
do my partners. Even the ladies you see with
us are inclined that way, too."
"Excitement, eh? Well," and a smile appeared
on Three-Fingered Tom's face, "I reckon you'll
find all you want of that article when you git to
DomiM Flat. Do yer know what kind of a place
it is, Young Wild West?"
"I have an idea, but of course I don't know,
exactly," was the reply.
"Well, I'll tell yer, then. Do you remember
when Tomstone first started in?"
"~Tell, I wasn't down here at that time. I
suppose I was a little too youn_ir to come that
far. You see, I live \lP in the Black Hills in
·
Dakota."
"\Vell yer must have heard of Tombstone."
"Oh, ;es. I know all about it, though I wasn't
there when the camp first opened up."
"Well, let 1ne tell yer for one thai knows all
· about it. Tombstone was about ther toughest
place in the whole United s;ate~. No_w ~hen. l'm
goin' ter tell yel' that Donnno Flat 1s J u~t ther
same kind of a place. Ther population there
ain't more than fifty or sixty, but ther most of

ther men what's there is bad ones for fair.
There's men there what's wanted in different
parts of ther country for murder and stealin'.
There's a few there what makes out they're good,
honest ones, but that don't go witl1 me. Now
then, when I tell ycr what kind of a place Domino
Flat is, an' that I'm ther toughest man in ther
camp, yer oughter have a putty good idea of
Three-Fingered Tom."
"I reckon I have an idea, all right, my friend."
"\,Yell, I s'pose you'll change your mind now
an' won't go over ter Domino Flat."
"Not at all, Three-Fingered Tom. I am ~ure
we are all more anxious to ,g et there than we
would have been if you had not told us so much
about it. We shall certainly ride up to the new
mining camp, and if we like it we might ~tay
there a day or two."
Three-Fingered Tom laughed as though he
thought it very much of a joke. Presently he
sobered down somewhat, and then looking steadily
at the young deadshot, he observed:
"Well, from what I've heard of yer, you ain't
afraid of anything. Your two pm·ds is about
ther same way. That's all right, Young ·wild
West. But I wouldn't advise yer to take them
gals over to Domino Flat. There ain't over four
or five women there, an' it really ain't no place
for "em."
"Much obliged to you for the advice, but I
reckon the girls will be able to take care of
themselves. We don't intend to do anything that
will get us into trouble, and as long as we act
that way, there will be no danger."
"'Well, all right; suit yourselves. If yer are
bound to go over ter ther Flat, why yer kin ride
· ·
right over with me."
"Well, we are going. But say! how did you lose
·
the little finger of your left hand?"
"Shot off about six or seven years ago. I got
that dol'\e in Tombstone. Thta's what give me
ther nickname I've got. But I like to be called
Three-Fingered Tom, all right. It sounds sorter good, yer know."
"May I ask what brought you to Tombstone
yesterday?"
"Sartin you may sak. I took over a big pile
of dust on two burros. I got ther dust changed
for money, an' sold ther burros, an' lit out this
mornin'. I took a little different route from
what you did, I s'pose, but I'm putty well acquainted around here, an' I knowed ther shortest
way ter hit ther trail here."
"Oh, all right. Things must be panning out
pretty good at Domino Flat, then."
"Well, putty good. It ain't everybody as is as
lucky as I was, though.''
Wild nodded to his companions to come on, and
started the sorrel forward. Seeing this, ThreeFingered Tom turned his broncho and rode on
with them.

CHAPTER IL-The Arrival at Domino Flat.
Three-Fingered Tom rode along with Young
Wild West and his friends until about five miles
harl been covered, then he started his horse for·ward at a faster gait, at the same time calling
out:
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"Good-by, Young Wild West. I'll meet yer said the scout, in disgust. "You're never better
in Domino Flat."
satisfied than when you have got a bottle of red"We'll be there, all right," our hero replied, eye with yer."
coolly.
"No callee led-eye, Misler Charlie. When m
The horseman 1·apidly covered the ground, and comee to Melico me learnee to dlinkee tanglefooL
it was not long before he was lost to view behind Me callee tanglefoot ever since, so be."
a bed in the trail.
"Well I don't know who it 'was what giv,,
"W-ell, Wild, what do you think of that fellow, whisky
~ich a name, but he_ was a_ putty wise onP.
anyhow?" Arietta asked, looking at her young after
all. Ther stuff sartmly_will tangle a fellover inquiringly.
ler's feet if he drinks enough of it. I know by
"Not much, Et," was the reply.
'cause I've had my go at it."
"I thou~ht not. If he hasn't the stamp of a experience,
"It is all placer mining here, I can see that,'·
villain on his face, I never saw one that had."
They kept on following the trail until noon said Young Wild West, a minute later, as they
without meeting or seeing any one. Then finding rode along the bank of the creek. "See the men
working further u)) there toward the cliffs? I
a convenient place, they halted, and the pack- have
an idea that it is not a very rich spot, afte1·
horses were relieved of their loads so they might
have a rest for an hour, while the rest wel'e eating all, but according to what Three-Fingered Tom
their dinner and taking it easy. Wing, who did said, he must have struck it rich. He could
the cooking for the party, went right ahead, and not have so much gold dust that it took a couple
burros to convey it to Tombstone without
it was not a great while before he had a meal of
1·eady that was worth sitting down to. Our having found a rich spot."
"Well, I suppose \Ve won't bother about doingfriends took their time about eating, as they always did when there was no hurry, and after the any gold mining here, anyway," Jim observed.
meal was over they sat down in the shade and with a shake of his head.
"No, I hardly think we will," was oui· hero·s
talked about past events, and finally began to
reply. "We will devote our attention to the
speculate upon what would happen next.
very bad characters that are here, if Three-It was just about an hour after the halt was Fingered Tom told
He claims to
made when they mounted and resumed the jour- be the toughest manusincorrectly.
the camp, so I suppo~e
ney. It was just about an hour later when, as it would be a good idea to find
how toug·:1
they rounded the face of a steep cliff, they came he is before we can set judgmentout
on the rest .- f
in sight of a bustling little mining camp that lay them."
~
in a fiat that was close to a wide, shallow stream.
When they finally rode up the crooked th~r"There she is!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
pointing to the group of shanties and tents. oughfarEJ that lay between the two rows of shan"That's Domino Flat, I reckon. I forgot ter ask ties and tents, they found they were beint!; obthat three-fingered galoot how it come to git served by not only those working on the claims
near at hand, but several men who stood before
that name."
"There's a wagon loaded with boards just go- the long structure that was occupied as a saloon
ing into the Flat," spoke up Arietta, ' as she point- and general store, as well. Chief among them
was Three-Fingered Tom, and they could see th:;-t
ed below them.
They all saw that she spoke the truth. A he was explaining to his companions as to who
long wagon that was drawn by six mules was the strangers were. · As he usually did, our he:ro
slowly wending its way into the camp. It was rode right up before the saloon before he came
loaded with boards and other building material, to a halt.
"Hello, Young Wild West!" the Touthest Man ..
which no doubt had been brought all the way
from Tombstone. They remained at a halt for a in the Camp. called out, in a cheerful tone of
few minutes, taking in the scene, which really voice, and then true to his politeness that had
looked quite pleasant, considering the fact that been shown befo1·e, he took off his hat and bowed
it was surrounded by high hills that were covered to the girls. "l got here somewhat ahead of yer,
with sparse vegetation, and no signs of anything I reckon."
"It seems so, Tom," 'Wild answered, coolly.
that civilization might produce. They rode down
At this the villain, for such he was beyond
the ascent, following the torturous trail, and soon
came to the wide stream, which was fed from far the shadow of a doubt, turned and nodded in
triumph to those standing near him.
up in the mountians to the east.
"Looks like putty good water," the scout ob"There!" he exclaimed, in a low tone of voice,
served, for he was taking in about everythin,g but quite loud enough to be heard by our friends,
that was to be seen. "That's one good thing about "I told yer I was well acquainted with Young
ther place, Wild." There ain't nothin' like plenty Wild West an' his friends. Didn't yer hear him
of good, pure water."
call me Tom? He knows me, all right.'•
"Only one thling better, Mister Charlie," spoke
"So you're Young Wild West, are yer'?" one
up Hop Wah, who bore the appellation of Young· of the loungers spoke up, suddenly, as he stepped
Wild West's Clever Chinee on account of his out and peered at our hero closely.
ability to perform sleight-of-hand tricks.
"Yes, stranger, that's who I happen to be,"
"There ain't nothin' better when a feller's dry, was Wild's cool reply.
or wants ter wash himself," the scout retorted,
"An' you know Three-Fingered Tom, do yer?"
sharply.
"Yes, that's right."
"Lat allee light, Misler Chal'lie. Watee allee
"How long have yer knowed him?"
samee allee light to washee and cookee with. But
"I never saw him him until we overtook him ai<
tanglefoot is um stuffee to dlink. >'O be."
,ve were riding along 1he trail."
'·I belieYe you mean that, you yaller heathen,"
"How's that, Tom?" and the man in the green
0
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and white plaid shirt turned to the self-styled
'roughest Man of the Camp inquiringly .
"Well, that's all right, Potter," was the quick
retort, while an angry flash showed in the speaker's eyes. "A galoot don't have ter know any
one a year or two ter call him a friend, does he?"
"No, I s'pose not. But I thought from ther
way you was talkin' jest now, that you had knowed Young \Vild West a long time."
"Never mind what you thought. If you git to
gittin funny now, I'll make yer show how yer
kin dance right afore these strangers."
Then Three-Fing ered Tom suddenly jerked his
brace of revolvers from the holsters and swung
them over his head.
.
"Hold on, Tomi I didn't mean nothin' by that,"
crif'd the man, acting as though he really was
frightened, which no doubt he was. _
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Tom, turning to our
hero. "I've got 'em in putty good control, Young
Wild We.st. I won't let none of 'em hurt none
of yer. '!'his is ther toughest camp in all creation, an' I'm ther toughest man in it. But that
don't say that you're goin' ter git hurt." _
"I'm not afraid of it," and the boy smiled in
such a cool manner that Three-Fing ered Tom
looked at him in surprise.
"Oh, I see. I forgot that you was ther. Champion Deadshot of ther West. But see here, I'm
goin' ter tell yer somethin' that I didn't say nothin' about when I was ridin' along ther trail with
. yer. 'vVe've got a custom here that whenever a
new arrival strikes ther camp he must set 'em
up for ther boys. Excuse me for tellin' yer
about it."
"Oh, I'll excuse you," and so saying, the youngdeadshot leaped nimbly from his horse.
Char.lie and Jim both dismounted now, _and
leaving the girls and the two Chinamen on their
horses, they followed our hero into the bar-room
of the 1:,ong shanty structure. It was a very
loosely-bui lt affair, since daylight came in between the cracks.
"Give us a good cigar, boss," the boy replied,
11od·ding to the fellow who had taken his place behind the bar in a hurry.
"I'm sorry, kid, but I ain't got a cigar in ther
shanty," was the reply. "I'm expectin' some over
to-morrow. I sent down to Tombstone yisterday,
but ther man ~ sent is takin' his time about gittin' bal!k. Ther only thing I've got 1s some fine
old whisky."
"Well, all right. Give the gentlemen what they
want. I want to live up to the custom you have
here, you know. As for myself, I will take a
drink of water."
At this the eyes of the inmates of the bar-room
were turned instantly upon the young deadshot.
' "Water!" exclaimed Three-Fing ered Tom, a
grin slowly showing on his face. "Yer don't
mean to say you're igoin' ter stand treat an' take
a drink of water yourself, do yer?"
"That's just what I r.1ean to say."
"Young Wild West, you may be ther Champion
Deadshot an' all that, but that thing won't go,
not with me."
"Oh, yes, it will, Tom. Take it easy. Don't go
to getting excited now, because I don't want to
have any trouble with you. Serve the gentlemen,
landlord."
The men behind the bar quickly put out some

dirty-lookin g glasses, which was another eviclPn('e
that the copious supply of water so close at ha '1d
was not put to much use there. Then he selected
a bottle from the shelf behind him, and nodderl
for the men to proceed. Then they all poured
out their drinks, the Toughest Man in the camp
being the last to do so. When he had l'learly
filled the glass, instead of drinking it himself, he
stepped over to Wild and said:
"See here, Young Wild West, you have <>'0t to
drink this. I won't feel right unless yer do. I
might say that it's also ther custom for ther one
that treats ter take ·a rousin' big drink J1imself."
"That's all right, Tom," Wild said. "You will
have to omit that part of it this time, I think.
The fact is I have never yet swallowed a ,glass of
liquor, and I don't mean to begin now. You go
ahead and take your drink. I will ww the bill."
"None of that, boy!" exclaimed the man, his
brow darkening, for he noticed that the eyes of
his companion s were turned upon him questioningly. "I've got ther reputation of always havin'
my own way here, an' what I says has got to go.
I'm ther Toughest Man in ther Camp, an' as I've
said you have got ter take this drink, you have
jest got ter do it, an' that's all there is to it."
"Well, I don't want to be the means of injuring your reputation any; but it can't be helped.
I won't take the drink."
"I'm sorry, but I've got ter~make yer, then."
Then the villain pulled a gun .
"Now then, you drink this liquol', or I'll 1mt
a bullet through yerl My reputation is at stake,
an' I ain't goin' ter lose it."
.
As quick as a flash Wild struck out with both
hands, and the glass and revolver went to the
floor. Then pefore Three-Fing ered Tom or his
companions 1·ealized what was happening the
boy whipped out a long-barrel ed revolver' anr!
thrust the muzzle under the villain's nose.
CHAPTER III.-Wild Decides to Have a Little
Fun.
"I reckon you have gone a- little over the limit
Mr. Three-Fing ered Tom," said the young dead~
shot, coolly, while the surprised villain let his
hands drop to his sides and stood gazing at him
in fear and astonishme nt. "I knew you would be
bound to have a row with me, but I tried to
avoid it all .I could. However, the game is on
now, so what are you going to do about it?"
Three-Fing ered Tom stood as though he would
fall to the floor at the least touch, while the
boy kept the deadly gun on a line with his nose.
Without saying a word Three-Fing ered Tom
slowly gathered himself together and then started to back away from the muzzle of the revolver.
"Hold on," said our hero, sternly. "Stay right
where you are. You were going to make me
drink whisky, w1\en I told you that I never
touched the stuff. I did my best to pacify you
and make you change your mind. Then you offered me the alternative of drinking or being
shot. I knocked the glass of whisky and your gun
to the floor. Now then, the question is whether
you are satisfied or not."
"I'm satisfied, Young Wild ·west," came the
reply, in a lone tone of voice. "I "h.71ow putty
well when it';; time to quit. It':; time now."
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At this the man in the plaid shirt looked at the shall ·certainly take a hand in this affair and tl'y
to run down the man who killed th, 0lcl miner
bad man and laughed.
''Toughest Man in. Camp, eh?" he said, nodding and robbed him. But it is hardly likely that he
.
to the others in the room. "Well, I reckon it is in Domino Flat now."
Our hero turned his gaze upon Tlu-ee-FingereJ
don't look that way now; does it, boys?"
"You never mind, Pott~r," retorted Tom, Tom, and looked at him ,rarchingly. The 1110angrily. "This ain't 11othi11' to you. I reckon ment the villain saw the boy's eyes fixed upon him
I'm tough enough for you an' a dozen more like he dropped his head, while a slight pallor came
over his face.
yer, so don't forgit that."
"Well, I ain't much afraid of yer. I've begun
"I've got you, Three-Fingered Tom," \Vild
ter think that you're only a bluffer, after all. tholllght. "You're the guilty party, as sure as
ago,
while
little
a
did
you
as
far
as
If I'd gone
I live. But I won't say anything now. I'll just
·
I would have won out or died."·
let it J;O a little slowly." ·
Cheyenne
up
spoke
"Yer think yer would, eh?"
"Where is the deputy sheriff?" he aRkecl, as he
at
looking
and
him
to
Cliarlie, stepping over
again turned to the proprietor.
him with a peculiar smile on his face.
"He's out searchin' around ·somewhere for ther
enough
fool
wasn't
I
"I sartinly would. But
murderer. Most likely he'll be back by night."
ter <lo anything- like that. Three-Fingered Tom
"Well, I want to see him when he comes. I
that
an'
here,
comin'
waE:
folks
told us that you
you would tell him that."
wish
dangermost
ther
of
one
was
vVest
Young Wild
"All 1·ight; I sartinly will."
ous boys what ever handled a gun. He knowed
"We are going to camp somewhe1·e close by
t.hat, so to go an' do a thing like he done jest here, so it
be easy, to find us."
now show~ that he ain't got much sense."
reckon you kin camp anywhere
I
right;
-''A_ll
"Well, I reckon you have got that right," and you hke. No one won't say nothin' to you without
Charlie gave a nod and stepped "back.
'
it's Three-Fingered Tom."
· Three-Fingered, Tom walked over to a table and
the deand
this,
said
he
as
laughed
man
The
sat down as meek as a lamb. ·wild now took the
opportu·nity to look about the room. One of the feated tough glared at him savagely for it.
"Oh, Three-Fingered Tom is all right. He
first things that attracted bis attention was a
made a little mistake, that's all. But I am sure
big placard. On it was the following:
he doesn't bear a g1·udge against me for what I
did. When he comes to think of it, he can't
NOTICE!
blame me fo1· refusing to drink liquor, since I
Five thousand dollars reward will be paid for never tasted the stuff."
the capture of the unknown party who killed
"I ain't blamin' yer, Young Wild West" the
Bob Eastman on the fifth of the month, and in- man in question spoke up, quickly, while hi~ face
formation that will lead to the recovery of the lighted up as though he felt relieved. "Let it
pile of gold dust that was stolen· from the shanty drop. But I want ther rest of 'em in here ter
at the time.
understand that I'm still ther Toughest Man in
William Disbury,
Camp. If you an' your pards won't interfere
Deputy Sheriff.
with me, I'll jest show 'em right away that I
·
·
am."
"Hello l" the young deadshot said, turning to
take my advice and go it easy for
you
"Well,
the keeper of the shan Ly. ·• A mm·der and l'obbery a while, Tom."
has been committed here, eh?"
_
"If vou say that, all right."
"That's right, Young· Wild vVest," was the reno use in getting into
is
There
it.
say
do
"I
engage
ply, and the man appeared to be eager to
trouble with your old friends. That makes bad
in conversation with him. "Four clays ago an work, you know."
honest old miner named Bob Eastman was found
"Yes, I know that. But Potter has always_had
dead in his shanty. EveTy one around here know- a little pick on me. He's acted for two or three
eel that he had been ,giti.in' together a big pile
as though he thought I wasn't entitled
of gold dust, 'cause his placer was ther best one weeks
ter bein' called ther Toughest Man in Camp. I
in ther camµ. Well, poor llob had been Rtnbbed s'pose ther time will come when I'll have ter
to death while he was asleep, and his gold dust prove to him that I am."
was gone. No one had ther least idea who ha~!
"vVell, s'pose we prove it right now," the man
done it, an' it's been a mystery ever since. It
happens that v,e'vc got a deputy sheriff here, so called Potter answered, definantly. "I never did
he gits ther boys to all chip in an' make up five have an awful good opinion of you, Tom, though
thousand dollars in the1· way of a reward for ther I did submit to what yer said, an' always agreed
man as done t.her job. Of course ther reward with yer. If you think you're so tough, we'll go
won't be paid unless enough of ther stolen gold right outside now an' shoot it out."
"Come on, then . I'll give yer all ther show
dust is retur.ned ier make up fo1· thet money.
We all know that Ea ·tman didn't have no rela- in ther world."
Wild went out alw,,J of thern, however, and
tion:-;, 'cause he had often Fpoke about that. He
je,;t seemed content with stayin' here an' addin' nodding to the girls, he called out:
·,o his pile, though what he ever intended to do "Just ride on about a hundred yards down
1,·ith it, no one ever knowed. Now then, here's the creek and. ston there. Et, you can tell the
a chance for yer. Accordin' to what I've heard
Chinamen where to pitch the camp. There is
say, you like sich jobs as this. You're always going to be a little fight here between two of
tl'yin' ter do ther square thing, an' i-ight wrongs the tough men of the camp, and there is no need
what's been committed."
of you running any xisk of getting a stray bul"i:-ou hav~ that perfectly right, rny fr,cnd. \\'e let.''
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The gill told this to the others and they followed \Vild's suggestion.
It was quite evident that Thl'ee-Fingered Tom
was not one bit afraid of the man who had dared
to challenge him. The only one he feared were
Young Wild West and his pal'tners, and since
thev had signified their willingness to let him go
ahead, his courage arnse to the h.iigl1est pitch, and
he was ready to shoot for all he was woTth. Out
they went, and then Wild stepped between them .
"Now then, since you fellows al'e bound to
have it out, do it in a square way. There is
no need of either of you getting killed, so I suggest that you get as far apart as a couple of
hundred feet, and then start toward each other
:>nd do your shooting. If one of you throws down
his gun, that means that the fight is settled. I
will see to it that no shots will be fired after
that happens."
They both agreed to what he said, and Potter
promptly started away to the right, while Tom
beaded to the left. They each had a gun in
their hands, for Jim had picked up the revolver
that belonged to Tom and handed it to him after
he arose from the table to go out. Then Wild '
s~~w that they were going much further a1mrt
than two hundred feet. The two tough men
took pains to take positions so the1·e would be
no dan,ger of any of the bystanders being hi~.
·when they halted and faced each other, WiJ ,[
knew it would be nothing short of good luck
if they happened to hit each other. He said
11othing. however, and waited for the fight to
begin.
~
"So yer think you're awful tough, do yer,
Torn'?" yelled Potter, as he flourished his revolver.
"You kin bet your life I am," was the reply.
"\Vhy don't yer go ahead an' shoot?"
"I'm waitin' for you ter shoot."
"Well. if you want ter find out how tough I,
am, YC" 1--ctter start it goin'."
At ·'
"otter suddenly brought his weapon on
a line . •1 his opponent and pulled the trigger.
Crack! As the report rang out the dirt wa,s
chipped up three or four feet to the left of Th1·eeFingered Tom. Crack! Then Torn fired, and the
Juliet went high above his man. Cheyenne Charli" laughed derisively.
1
·• \Vhy
don't yer run toward each other an'
bang away?" he called out.
This spuned Tom on a little, and he actually
l'all a distance of ten feet and then fired a shot.
But he was so quick in doing it that he took no
aim whatever, and the bullet hit the ground fl.
dozen feet in front of Pottel'. Then Potter fired
t,Yice and never touched his man. Tom backed
t:J his former position and looked as though he
\\'as satisfied.
"ls that all there is to it?" Wild called out,
a:" he nodded to him.
"\,Yell, he won't come ,9.ny closer, so what's ther
use of wastin' more cartridges?" was tl'te reply.
"So that's the way you feel about it, eh?"
"Well, what am I goin' ter do? If I start ter
run for him he'll only run away."
"You come on," shouted Potter, defiantly.
''You'll see how much I'll run, you big galoot.
You're awful tough, you are," and he followed
t}le 1'emark with a sneering laugh.
"See hm:e," said Wild '-'· a ,;11'd ·lcn thought

came to him, "I'll fix this thing up l'lght. Yo:1
fellows come over here, and I'li telJ yuu ,,hat to
do. Jim," turning to Dart, "you run over and tell
Hop to come here. I want him right away."
"All right, Wild," and the boy promntly ran
over to where the two Chinamen had halted.
The two principals of the duel walked slowly
to the shanty, while those who had remained
there with our friends waited to see what would
happen next.
"I am satisfied you two fellows will never
agree, and that one or both of you will be killed
before very long, so the best thing to do is to
settle it right now," said Wild, in his cool and
easy way, as he looked at the two villains. "No·.v
then, as soon as our clever Chinee gets here we
will fix up things so it will be• settled for good
and all."
"What are yer goin' to do, Young Wild West'?"
Potter asked, shrugging his shoulders uneasily.
"I'll show you. Don't get alarmed. Just let
me have your guns."
Both hesitated, but handed them over. The
boy quickly emptied the cartridges and unused
shells frofo the cylinders, and handed them to
Cheyenne Chai-lie.
"They bear the U. M. C. brand, I see," obsel'ved the scout, with a chuckle. "Well, it's funny
ther bullets didn't go straighter than what they
did. Them is always tip-top cartridges, as I've
found out."
"I reckon it wasn't the fault of the cartridges,
Charlie," our hero answered, with a smile. "They
didn't aim straight for one thing, and anothei·
was that tl,ey were a little too far away. But we'll
fix that all l'ight. We'll let Hop load the t'v" i
guns with some of his cartridges. You -know, h e
has tl1e kind that always shoot straight whether
a man takes good aim or not."
"I know," and the scout gave a chuckle, for
he now realized that the young deadshot was
planning a joke.
But Three-Fingered Tom and Potter did not
seem to be a ltogether pleased. Just then Jim,
Iiart appeared, followed by Hop Wah, who was
smiling· broadly.

CHAPTER IV.-The Burlesque Duel and What
Followed It.
"Gentlemen," said Young Wild West, with
mock politeness, "let me introduce you to Hop
Wah, the celebrated magician, who is generally
known as our clever Chinee."
Hop bowed politely to all hands, and some of
them nodded back as though they felt it was
their duty to do so.
"Now then, Hop," the boy went on, with a
smile showing on his handsome face. "ThreeFingered Tom and this fellow here. pointing ' 1
Potter, "have had a little disagreement. I have
tlecided that they must fight it out, and I want
you to load these two guns. You have got $Orne
of tho!l'e cartridges that never miss, haven't vou ?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild," Hop answered, for
he knew just what the young deadshot meant.
But so there would be no mistake about it,
Wild leaned over to him and whispered:
"I want you to load these guns without bullets,
and put some reel stuff in them so it wi~ look like
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blood if it hits anything. Hemember, they must
be loaded so no damage can be clone."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me undelstandee.
Me fixee upee velly nicee."
"Now then, gentlemen,'' resumed the boy, addressing the two principals, "our clever Chinee
will load the revolvers, and then you shall fight
it out right in the barroom."
The clever Chinee had already gone around
behind the building, so no one might see what
he did to tl1e two revolvers. He came back in a
ve1·y few minutes and handed the weapons to
Wild, saying:
"Evely-thling allee light, Misler Wild. Now
len, me likee stay here and see um shootee
match."
Satisfied that the Chinaman had done exactly
as he had told him to, our hero now commanded
the principals to enter the bar-room. They had
all remained standing outside up to this time.
Reluctantly they did as they were told. Then W~ld
took Tluee-Fingered Tom by the arm and led him
to the further end of the room.
"Charlie," said he, "just place Mr. Potter close
to the bar."
"Thunder!" exclaimed the proprietor, as he ran
from behind the bar, excitedly. "Yer don't mean
to clean up what few bottles I've got, do yer,
Young Wild West?"
"I'll guarantee you that not· a bottle will be
b1·oken," was the reply.
The fellow looked at him in a puzzled way, but
the smile on the boy's face somewhat reassured
him.
"Can't we let this thin,g drop?" Three-Fingered
Tom said, in a voice that trembled slightly.
"Not now; it's too late."
Thinking that probably they might suddenly
turn upon him when ihey found there was no
way for them to get out of it, the boy coolly drew
a revolver and held it in his right hand. Then
he handed each of them the i-evolvers that Hop
had given him.
"Step up a little closer; I think you are too
far a'part," said the boy, suddenly, and then he
seized Potter and pulled him further toward the
center of the room.
Potter must have thought it was time for
him to shoot, though the word had not been given.
He suddenly leveled his gun straight at TlueeFino-ered T·om and pulled the trigger. Crack!
The'°Toughest Man in Camp staggered back and
uttered a cry. He clapped his hand to his breast,
and it instantly became smeared with something
1.lia.; was red and sticky. But rendered desperate,
l1t· Rd a igh t ened up and fired twice at his opponcn '.: . One of the shots hit the plaid shirt and
k L a red spot there, while the other struck a
bottie on the shelf behind the bar.
"Keep right on shooting," called out our hero,
commamlingly.
Crack-crack-crack! Three shots were fired,
and neither man dropped.
"Empty the chambers," came the command.
Cheyenne Charlie no longer being able to keep
in, bwke in' o a i-oar of laughter. When thev
noticed this the lookc1·s-on felt somewhat relieved,
for no doubt : h..::v tJ1ough then that it was all a
joke. Poner bcc1mc: 1,1oni ag-grcssive now, and
he ran closer and fired the last two shots he had
in his revolver. But Three-Fingered Tom did
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not drop. He emptied the chambers of his weapon, and then they stood glaring at each other,
their shirt-fronts covered with what seemed to
be spots of blood.
"Well," said our hero, stepping up to them, and
acting as though he was greatly surprised, "it is
hard to tell which is the toughest man. ThreeFingered Tom, you have five bullets in you, and
Potter has four in him. You certain are tough
to stand there alive."
"Well, I don't feel anything like as though I'd
been hit," faltered Tom, as he looked down at
his flannel shirt.
"I don't either," declared Potter,
·
Ou~ hero a~d his partners were now lauighing
h_eart1ly, and it slowly dawned upon the two principals th at they had been duped in some way.
Potter tore open his shirt-front and could not
find anything more than a slight red spot on
his ch e ·t. Of course, the powder had hurled
the composition of red stuff hard against them
and it was bound to leave a .slight mark.
'
''I reckon them was mighty funny bullets ther
Chinaman put in them guns," Potter declared,
after a pause.
"You do, eh? Well, now see here, I know that
both of you are rascals. But you mustn't think
that I would be bad enough to order you to stand
up and kill each other. I will tell you all about
it. The Chinaman loaded the guns without bullets. He put in some sort of red stuff in place
of them, and that accounts for the apparent blood
spots. Now then, I reckon you two h.id better
shake hands and call it square."
Without waiting an instant the two stepped
forward and gripped hands.
"I ain' got nothin' ag'in you, Potter," was the
reply. "Young Wild West is all right, But he
sartinly did give you ·a putty good scare, I think.''
"He did, eh? Well, didn't he give you a putty
good scare, too?"
''I reckon_ th~t w~ll be about all, igentlemen,"
our hero said, m his cool and easy way, as he
turned to the door. "Now, then, I 11ope the tough
men of the camp will settle down to behave
themselves, and all of you will join in to hunt
down the scoundrel who committed the murder
aI?-d robbery here four days ago. I know Three~
Fmgered Tom will be only too glad to help all
he can."
"You kin bet your life I will Young Wild
vi/est," the villain retorted.
'
Wild and his partner then left the saloon while
Hop remained there.
'
''Nowlen," said Hop, nodding to Three-Fingered Tom, "me showee you velly nicee lillee tlick.
Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee so be."
"A nice little trick, eh? Well, we've had
enough foolin' here now, I reckon," was the gruff
reply.
•
"Me likee havee lillee dlinkee of tanglefoot, so
be."
·
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon you kin
have it. I don't know but what I'll- ti·eat yer
myself. Ther way you loaded them guns a little
while ago is worch it, I think. I never was so
surprised in my life, blamed if I was. To think
that you could put some red stuff in 'em instead
of bullets. Ha, ha, ha!"
"See here, Stumpy, what are yer laughin' at?"
Three-Fingered Tom spoke up, makin g out that
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r\e was very angl'y. "I don't see nothin' to laugh
about."
"Maybe you don't, Tom," was the retort. "But
it's all riigh,t. Don't git mad about it. What's
ther use? You know very well that there's some
one here in ther camp now what kin boss you
an' make yer do jest as he wants yer to. There
ain't no use in gittin' sore on me, 'cause I reckon
['ve got a right ter laugh if I want ter. You're
ther Toughest Man in Camp, all right, an' I'm
willin' te1· admit it. I will say that I think if you
an' Potter had shot it out when you went outside,
you would have got ther best of him. You're a
better shot than he is, as I happen ter know.
Jest look at that bottle up there! Yer plugged
it square, an' it was almost on a direct line behind Potter's head."
He pointed to the bottle, which had a red
blotch on it, and then he laughed more heartily
than before. Tom swallowed his wrath, for he
saw th'at all hands were grinning except Potter.
Meanwhile, Hop produced what seemed to be _a
string of sausages from somewhere under his
Oriental coat. He looked at them as though he
was hungry to bite into them, and then stepped
over a little closer to Tom, and held up the string
for his in spection.
"You knowee whatee lat is?" he asked, blandly.
"A string of sausages, of course," was the replay. "But where in thunder did yer git 'em
from'? I never seen 11othin' like sassa:ges down
in Tombstone."
''Me allee samee makee sausage, so be."
"Yer made 'em, eh? Are thev good?"
"Velly goodee," and to prove that they were,
the clever Chinee proceeded to swallow the string
ni.pidly. Of course they were not sausages at
all, and neither did they go down the Chinaman's
lhroat. That was done by• his cleverness and
sleight-of-hand work. But those watching him
w0uld have been ready to take an affidavit that
he swallowed them, just the same.
"Velly goodee!" Hop exclaimed, grinning at the
surprised face of the men. "Me takee lillee tang·lefoot now, and len me feelee. allee light."
Stumpy handed him a bottle and glass without
a wol'd. Hop then produced a ciigar, which he
lighted, and leaning his elbow upon the rickety
bar, he puffed away contentedly. Meanwhile,
Three-Fingered Tom and his companions had
gathered a little closer to him. They wel'e watching every move he made, as though they expected
something wonderful would happen at any time.
They were right in thinking this, too, for sudctenly the Chinaman removed the cigar from his
mouth, and then he went through the act of choking slightly, and clapped his band to his mouth.
'I'he next instant he pulled forth the identical
string of sausages and held them dangling before their eyes.
"No goodee," he declared, shaking his head
sadly. "Makee poor Chinee velly muchee sickee,
su be. Maybe you wantee eatee, Misler Tom?"
"No!" exclaimed the villain, stepping back.
"Yer don't s'pose I'd eat them thini.e;s after you
swallowed 'em once, do yer? What in thunder
i~ ther matter with you, anyhow, heathen'! You
ad as . though you're bewitched."
"Lat allee light. Me velly smartee Chinee.
You no ea tee um sausagf's, so me makce somethling else."
He stepped over to foe nearest table in 1.he

room, and seating himself at it, placed lhe string
of sausages, which was probably a foot and a
half in length, upon it. He handled them vel'y
gently as he got them together in a bunch, and
then from one of his capacious pockets on the
inside of his blouse came the big yellow silk
handkerchief that he always had with him to
enable him to produce the illusions he was famous for. He carefully covered the sausage.-,,
taking no little pains to do it in a certain way,
while the men watched him in silence. It wa,.;
so still in the saloon that no doubt a pin migh,
have been heard if it had been dropped upon the
:floor. Stumpy tiptoed his way out from behind the bar and joined the spectators. Suddenly the Chinaman leaned back in his chair, and,
looking straight at Three-Fingered Tom, he saiu :
"Nowlen, whatee you wantee me makee? M"'
allee samee turnee um sausages into somethinx
·
else. You tellee me whatee you wantee."
"I don't know," was the reply. "I don't want
ter have nothin' ter do with this game. Go ahead
an' do what yer like. I'm satisfied you're somethin' a little more than human, even if you are
a heathen Chinee."
Hop acted as though he was trying to think
what to do.
"Me knowee whatee me makee!" he exclaimed.
"Me allee samee makee um sausages turnee to
Evelybody
some velly nicee cigars, so be.
watchee."
Then he bent low over the handkerchief and
began muttering something that was not understood by his hearers. Then he suddenly arose,
a11d a happy smile illuminated bis face.
"Evelythling allee light. Me makee um sausages turnee into some velly nicee cigars, so be.
Me likee smokee cigars."
But Stumpy was smiling now, for it had occune<l to him that the Chinaman was a magician, and was fooling them by his sleight-ofhand.
"Boys," said be, "I've been thinkin' it over
since ther Chinee swallowed that string of sausages. He didn't swallow 'em at all but he only
made us think he did. I've seen 'men do sich
things at shows I've been ter in· different parts
of ther country. But it's all right, jest the
same."
"He's one of them magic fellers, then, eh?"
Potter asked, rather timidly.
"Sartin. Ain't yer seen enough of him ter
know that? Now you .iest wait. Ther best part
of it is te1; come, maybe."
"Lat light, Misler Stumpy," Hop answered
cheerfully, for be neve1· forgot a name when h~
once heard it pronounced. "You takee off um
handkelchief."
"I'll do that, 'cause I'm putty sa1·tin there w.on't
be anything ter bite me."
He stepped forward and coolly lifted the handkerchief from the table. The sausages had d isappeared, and in iheir place lay seven innocenLlooking cigars in a row.
"Evelybody smokee, so be," Hop said. flouri,:hhis hand at the rest.
"Well, I don't know as I'm afraid ter do it.
Stumpy ain't, so I shouldn't be," Potter said, and
then he quickly took one of the cigars and bit the
end from it .
This was the signal for the rest to step up
and help themselves, hut as there were eight of
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them, counting Stumpy, one of them got left.
However, Hop, who evidently had not figured on
Stumpy taking one, quickly produced another
cigar from somewhere on his person, and handed
it to the man who had failed to get one. He
then struck a couple of matches, and forced them
to light them right away.
"Now len," said he, as he arose to his feet and
walked over to the bar, "we havee lillee dlink of
tanglefoot. Me pay for it. Me gottee plenty
money, so be. Me vellv smartee Chinc~e."
Stumpy hastened behind the rickety bar, and
just as he took a bottle from the shelf behind it
there was a sharp hiss, and a little bird of a deep
red coloi- suddenly :flew from the end of his cigar,
and remained :fluttering in the air. He uttered
an exclamation of surprise, but did not drop the
cigar, for he saw that a spiral string had loosened
and shot from it, and to the end of this the little
bird was attached.
"A trick cigar, boys!" he exclaimed, laughingly.
"That's what I call somethin' great. Did yer
ever see anythin' like it?"
"I never did," declare(! Tom, shaking his head
solemnly.
"Well, it's easy. I know how them cigars is
made. I bought half a dozen of 'em from a feller
called . Robinson once when I was in New York.
Ther little bird an' a string was pushed inside
ther cigar an' tied there, an' when ther fire got
in far enough ter burn ther strin;g, out it shot.
It's, all easy when you understand it."
"I wonder if all of 'em is that way?" Potter
observed, as he held his cigar at arm's length
and eyed it evasively.
"Maybe so. Ask ther Chinee."
Before Potter could do this the cigar he was
holding exploded with a loud report and :flew to
pieces. Then Stumpy was taken with a fit of
laughter, and before he knew what he was doing
he uuset the t-wo boards that formed his bar
and they went to the floor with a crash.
Bang! Another cigar exploded. Hop thought
it about time to leave now, so before Stumpy
could get upon his feet again, he had disappeared.

CHAPTER V.-Wild Finds tlrat the Miners Are
Rather Timid.
Wild and his partners had assisted Wing in
getting the camp into shape.
"I s'pose Hop is havin' a lot of fun with them
mea~y coyotes in ther shanty ·over there," Cheyenne Charlie observed, as the wo1·k was finished.
"I reckon I'll go over an' see how he's making
ouL"
·
It was just then that a report sounded, and
then a broad grin came over the scout's face.
Other reports followed, and then it was not
long before Hop came hurriedly from the door of
the shanty saloon. He started to run, and did
not stop until he reached the camp, when our
friends saw the toughs come out, followed by the
proprietor.
"What did yer do, heathen?" Charlie asked, a
broad smile on his face.
"Me makee lillee m~gic tlick, so be, Misler
Charlie," was the reply.
"Did yer blow 'em up?"
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"Ley allee smokee cigars, so be."
''-Oh! It seems you have always got a whole
lot of them blamed cigars on hand."
E11ery one smiled, of course, for they felt that
it was quite a joke on the men who prided themselves on being toughs, especially on the leader.
"There's one thing rather queer about this
place, I think," said Wild, a little later, as he
looked over at some of the miners who were working -less than a couple of hundred yards distant.
"Just why those fellows over there didn't come
running to the shanty when the shooting was
going on gets me. I reckon I'll take a walk over
there and have a talk with some of them, and
find out about it."
"Let me go with you, Wild. ~ am sure the.!:'e
is no danger," Arietta spoke up.
"Certainly, Et. Come on. We will take a walk
around and see what it looks like over there."
Arietta quickly put on her hat, for the sun was
shining· very hot just then, and the two th.en
walked from the camp. They were not long in
reaching two men who were working away at
washinig pans of dfrt in the creek.
"How are you, boys?" our hero said, addressin~
them in the usual way of that part of the coun~
try. "Pretty busy, I reckon."
"Well, we have to keep busy here to make both
ends meet, young feller. Sometimes we git in a
putty good day's work, an' then maybe we won't
git enough ter pay us in a whole week."
"This isn't a very rich spot, then, is it?"
"Ther dust is found in patches, it seems," was
"You didn't come over here thinkin'
1 the reply.
you would strike it rich, did yer?"
"Oh, no, we didn't come hi!!re for the purpose
of digg'ing out gold. We just came over to see
what kind of a place Domino Flat was. But see
here, I want to ask you a question."
Both men had ceased their work, and were looking at the boy and girl inquiringly now.
"Go ahead, young feller," one of them said.
"What do yer want to know?"
"Well, it puzzles me somewhat to think that
none of you fellows came over to the saloon when
the shooting was going on."
"Well, we knowed it wasn't no place for us.
Three-Fingered Tom an' his gan,g- was there, an'
that was quite enough ter make us keep away.
They're a bad lot, young- feller. It's surprisin'
ter think that nothin' ain't happened to you an'
your friends afo1·e this."
"ls that so? Why, are the men so bad as all
that?"
"There's jest seven of 'em here what's thel'
worst men that was ever produced anywhere."
, "Is that so?"
"It sartinly is, ain't it, Pete?"
"There never was a worse lot than ThreeFingered Tom an' his gang," the other hastened
to say.
"Well, I suppose you were watching when
Three-Fingered Tom and the fellow called Potter
were shooting at each other there?"
"Yes, an' we didn't know what ter make of it
since them two has always been putty good
friends. They're ther worst of ther wh.ole lot
though Three-Fingered Tom is ther Toughest
Man in Camp."
"Well, they didn't seem to be so very tough, did
they?"
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"See here," spoke up the man called Pete, "who
. are you, anyway, boy?"
"Young Wild West is my name."
"There!" and the man turned in triumph to
his partner. "I told yer so. I knowed i• ther
minute I seen him bossin' things over there in
front if Stnmpy's place. There ain't no one else
livin' as could have done that. Why, he was
makin' Three-Fingered Tom do jest as he said."
Wild could not help smilin,g at this. No doubt
what the miner said pleased him a little, for he
was only human, after all, and flattery sometimes was all right.
"Well," said he, "if you have been of the opinion
that Three-Fingered Tom is a very bad man,
just drop thinking that way. He is nothing- more
than a big bluffer, and he hasn't enough sand In
him to run an hour-glass ten minutes. I'll just
tell you what happened after they went inside.
I suppose you heard the shooting then?"
"Yes, I reckon every one around here heard
it, an' most everybody thought it was tber last
d you an' ther two what was with yer. We was
~ lot surprised when we seen yer come out ag'in."
Wild then related all that had happened, and
the two men listened to him in amazement.
"Now then," said the boy in conclusion, "I want
vou two and all the 1·est of the honest men here
i:ot to be any longer afraid of the tough men of
J iomino Flat. They are not tough at all. They
,,rnply make out that they are. It seems to me
that there must be a peaceful lot here in this
camp. From what Three-Fingered Tom told us
th i., morning when we met him, it was about the
,•·nrst camp in the whole West. He said that
nearly every man workfog here was a bad one,
and that all the murderers and thieves from different parts of tKe country had gathered here."
"Well, that ain't so," Pete hastened to declare.
"Ther fact is that ther most of us is very peaceful men, an' for the sake of keepin' out of trouble,
we've been lettin' Three-Fingered Tom an' his
gang have their own way."
"Well, you shouldn't do it any longer. The fact
i. that we are going to stay here until that g-ang
i-, either tamed or driven out of the camp."
"Well, I reckon if you make up your mind ter
clean 'em out, you kin do it mighty quick, Young
Wild West."
"Well, I can't do it alone. I always have my
two partners to help me. you know. Sometimes
I have the assistance of this young lady, who
knows how to shoot and is not afraid to do it
when the occasion demands it. Then again we
have a clever Chinee with us who helps a whole
lot. But see here, .there is one more question I
want to ask you, and I want you to answer me
truthfully."
"I'll sartinly tell ther truth, Young Wild West,
if I'm able ter answer it."
"There was a murder and robbery committecl
here something like four days ago, I believe."
"Yes, poor Bob Eastman got stuck with a knife
while he was asleep, an' a big pile of gold dust
was took from his shanty. _Eastman was ther
luckiest man what ever struck this place, an' he
must have had eight or ten thousand dollars
worth of dust."
"Have you any idea who committed the crime?"
"No one seems ter k11ow anything about that,"
wa~ the evasive reply.

"That is not the question. Haven't you an
idea of who might have done it?"
"Well, I did have some idea, 'cause it looked
somewhat suspicious, but thei; sheriff didn't seem
to think that way."
"Well, who do _you think might have done it?''
"Well," a11d the man looked toward the shanty
saloon uneasily, "it sorter struck me that ThreeFingered Tom might have done it. Of course I
wouldn't want him ter hear that I said so." •
"He won't hear of it, I assure you. But what
makes you think that he might have done it?''
"Well, he's ther on.Jy man what's been away
from ther town for any length of time since ther
thing happened. He went away yisterrlay. an'
he took a couple of burros with him. Ther burros wasn't loaded when he left, but that don't
signify anything, I s'pose. But he was gone until a little afore noon to-day. It sorter struck
me that he might have killed poor Eastman an'
hid ther gold dust somewhere, an' then took it
away yisterday with ther two burros."
"Does any one else think the same way my
friend!"
·'
·
"My pard does, an' I s'pose there's a lot more
though there ain't r10ne of 'em as cared ter say
so. Yer see, none of us wants ter git into trouble
with ther tough crowd, 'cause if we did they
would most likely shoot us right an' left. They're
all quick with a gun, an' they kin shoot putty
straight, yer know."
·
"Well, I was reading the notice of a reward
that is offered for the villain who committed the
foul crime."
"Yes, there's half a dozen notices posted about
ther camp. There's one on Stumny's shanty. an'
there's one on the one next to it. Ther sheriff has
put 'em up in other places, too."
_"What is the sheriff's name'?"
"Disbury."
"Oh, yes, I 1·emember seeing it attached to the
notice. vVhat sort of a man is he?"
"He's a fine man. But he ain't jest fitted fo1.·
this kind o~ work, I reckon. Yer see, he's afraid
of J'hree-Fmgered Tom; that's about ther size
of It."
"And he is not suspicious that Three-Fingered
Tom might be the guilty party, eh?"
"No, b_e says he don't think he done it. He's
got an idea that somebody come here in ther
night-time an' fixed Eastman, an' then lit out
with his dust."
"I see. Well, I am satisfied that Three-Fingered Tom is the man who committed the crime
and I am going to try and prove it before w;
leave here. You can tell the rest of the miners
what I say. It makes no difference if it gets to
the ears of the Toughest Man in Camp. for we
will be watching him pretty closely, and you can
bet be won't get away."
·
As they turned to walk on, Pete selected a few
grains of gold ~hat he bad just washed, and steppmg up to Anetta, he took off his hat and said
politely:
'
"Miss, won't you take a little of ther pay-dirt
an' keep it for a souvenir? You're welcome to it
I'm sure."
"Thank you," she answered, for she knew that
the man was sincere and wanted to do something
that was pleasing to her.
She accepted the gold dust and tied it in her
handkerchief. They walked on a ii ttle further,
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and had an interview with more of the miners.
But Wild found that the rest were just as the two
first ones had told him, though they all seemed
(Juite willing enough to resent any ill treatment
t hat the toughs might try to put on them in the
future. They put in a full hour before they re' urned to the camp, and found the rest enjoying
the cooling breeze that had sprunig up.
Wild was not long in telling them the result
of the jnterviews j;hey had with the miners, and
then he declared that Three-Fingered Tom must
be proven guilty before it got dark that night.

11

same as the one Wild had read in the bar-1·00111
of the saloon. Several others could be seen on ':,~
outside of the buildings, too, but our friends puid
no attention to the placards iust then. The young
deadshot boldly pushed open the door. There was
a little table and stool, as well as the bed the
owner had occupied, just as they had been left
when the crime had been discovered. Several
times Young Wild West had been called upon to
assist the government detectives, and he had
learned considerable in the way of looking up
clues.
"While he did not call himself a detective, or
anything like one, the boy was very shrewd, and
ql!ick to pick up the least thing, as the reader
CHAPTER VI.-Jim Dart Finds a Clue.
well knows. He at once began making an examination of the interior of the shanty. What
The afternoon was well advanced when Younp.,- he was looking· for was something that would
\Vild West decided to set out to look for the lead to certain conviction of the guilty party.
evidence that would convict Three-Fingered Tom
"Boys," said he, in a low tone of voice, for he
of the murder and robbery. 'l'he shanty where it thought that possibly Three-Finigered Tom or
occurred had already been pointed out to him by scme of his cronies might have sneaked up after
one of the miners.
they entered the shanty, "it seems hardly pos"Come, boys," he said to Cheyenne Cha1·1ie and sible that the man who killed the miner could
.Tim Dart, as they were ready to leave the camp, have worked away and i'emoved the gold dust
''I reckon the girls will ae all rig-ht here. I hardly from here without leaving something that would
think any of the though caracters in Domino Flat indicate who he was. He must have made two
will interfere with them."
or three tips, that is certain. Now then, just
"I reckon they won't, Wild," the scout answered, keep your eyes open, and anJ[thing you find that
with a grin. "You have tamed 'em putty well looks at all worth while, just tell me."
already. It seems to me that ther camp ain't
Jim Dart tiuned to the rude bed that was at
half as tough as Three-Fingered Tom said it
the left side of the room. As he was removing
11
\ \T~S.
"Well, I didn't imagine it was when he said it, a blanket that lay upon it, he suddenly gave a
Charlie. I sized him up pretty well, and when startled exclamation.
Here is something worth while, I think, Wild I"
he declared that he was the toughest man Jiving .
here, I made up my mind that the oth(lrs could he exclaimed.
Then he lifted the blanket and snread it upon
1 not amount to a great deal. But there is one the table. Jt was a woolen blanket that was nearthing certain, if this man isn't as touigh as he
,,·ants to make It appear, he is certainly a scoun- ly white, and quite clean, and plainly unon it
drel. I firmly believe that he is guilty of the was the print of a hand that must have been covmurder and robbery, and that he hid the gold ered with blood at the time it was made. But
was not all. But three fingers showed in the
dust he stole froR the shanty the same night he that
committed the crime and then after waiting long print; the little finger was missing.
"That's all right, Jim," said \Vild, nodding his
('nough to throw any suspicion from his moveapproval. I reckon that is enough evidence to go
ments, .he set out for Tombstone with it and turn- ahead
with. That is the print of Three-Fingered
l'! d it into money. As far as I can learn, ThreeFingered Tom has never done much work, so Tom's left hand, sure."
"~ sartinly is, Wild," declared Cheyenne Charwhere else could he have got the gold dust from?"
"Oh of course he did it," Jim Dart said, with lie, as he made a close examination of the ma1·ks.
"Well, just fold that blanket up and we']] take
a nod that told he was positive of it. "I think if
vou were to corner him you could make him con- it back with us," the boy said, in his cool and
easy way.
•
fess to it, Wild."
Jim did as directed, and then a further search
"Well, I think that, too, Jim. But I would
like to get real evidence tlrst. Suppose we take was made. But nothing else was disclosed that
a walk over to that shanty which has been closed would in any way indicate as to who the guilty
party had been. However, Wild was satisfied
since the murder and robbery."
with what had been found, so he turned to the
"A good idea, I think."
door, and his two partners followed him outside,
"So do I" the scout epoke up.
After t;lUng the girls to keep their eyes open, Jim carrying the blanket. As they started back
to their camp, three men were seen hurriedly ap1,0 that should any of the bad characters of he
camp approach they might be able to take care proaching them. Two of them were the miners
of themselves, the three walked away. They had they had talked to that afternoon, and the other
tn pass the shanty saloon, and the clinking of was a stranger.
glasses and voices inside told them that the bad
"I wonder who that fellow is?" our hero rec1·owd was there. But they did not stop in, keep- marked, as he looked at the man keenly. "It
ing on until they reached the shanty that had been strikes me as though he might be the denuty
occupied by Bob Eastman. It had not been vis- sheriff."
ited since the murdered man's body had been
"That's jest who he is, I'll bet, Wild!" the scout
moved, for the miners we1·e more or less super- exclaimed.
stitious, and the shantv was held in a sort of awP"Young Wild \Vest," said one of the miners a~
by them. On the door was tacked a placard, the he came hurrying up, "let me introduce you tc
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Sheriff Disbury. He got back a little sooner than
we thought he would."
"How are you, sheriff?" the youTitP; deadshot
~aid, as he put out his hand and smiled at the
stranger.
"Putty well, Young Wild West," was the reply.
What was yer
"I'm mighty glad ter see yer.
duin' in that shanty over there, tryin' ter find
out who killed Eastman?"
"Yes. We were looking around to see if we
could find a clue.
"Did yer find out anything?"
The deputy sheriff nut the question eagerly.
'·\Vell. I think so. But come on over to our
camp with us, and we'll talk about it."
"I sartinlv will, Young Wild West. This is a
mighty bad piece of business. We're doin' our
best to run things right in this part of ther
country, an' as I happened to be right here m
Domino Flat when ther "murder was committed,
I hold myself responsible to git ther man as done
it. But I've hunted an' hunted, an' I can't find
a trace of him."
"Well, perhaps you have been lo9king too far
away from the camp."
"vVell, I don't s'pose there would be any use in
lookin' around here for him, would there?"
"You can't tell about that. But come on over
to the camp. Probably I will soon convince you
just who the fellow is."
It was easy for the young deadshot to size
up the man and come to the conclusion that he
was only a very ordinary fellow, who had Vttle
knowledge of the world, and Jess education. ·
No doubt he was honest and determined enoug·h,
but he lacked tact.
"vVell, sheriff," said the boy, as they were
nearing the camp, "I think you would be a very
,good man to start after a horse thief and get him,
1,rovided you could keep in sight of him. But
when it comes to looking up mysterious things,
I 11ardly think you will quite fill the bill. Of
course, I am speaking this way from what you
have been doing since the murder was committed.
Didn't it occur to you to make a search of the
shanty and look for a clue?"
"Why, I don't see what I could have found out
in doing that," the man answered, shaking his
read.
"Well, you might have discovered a whole lot.
But here we ·a re. Let me introduce you to the
girls, and then we will have a little talk."
The deputy sheriff was prom~tly introduced,
and then Wild motioned him to sit down on a
blanket that was under a tree. He did so, and
the boy quickly squatted beside him. The two
miners who had accompanied them there remained
standing, decla1·ing that they did not care to sit
down just then. But they were all attention, for
no doubt they felt that Young Wiler West was
going to say something that would be worth
hearing.
"Now then, sheriff," \Vild said, in his cool and
easy way, as he fixed his eyes upon those of the
man, "don't you think that Tln·ee-Fingered Tom
mi,ght be the guilty party?"
"I can't seem ter think that way, Young vVil:l
West," was the retort. "I've heard some of ther
men talkin' that way, an' I've done my best ter
try an' think how it was possible that Tom would
do sich a thing. He's ther Toughest Ma11 m
Cami), but I never knowed of his doin' anythin'

like murder or stealin'. I think it must have been
some stranger what sneaked here in ther night,
an' then got away afore daylight."
"Well, if it wasn't a stranger who r1frl it, would
you think it possible that Three-Fingered Tom
·
could have done it?"
"What would make me think that way, YoungWild West?"
"vVell, he left the camp yesterday, didn't he?
He went away with a couple of burros, I understand."
"Yes, but I s'pose he went down to Tomb:-tone
Maybe he needed thcr
to sell ther burros.
money."
"You don't suppose he carried a load of gold
dust with him, do you?"
"I don't see where he got it, if he did."
"Well, now see here, sheriff, when we met that
man this morning he told us he had struck it rich
here in Domino Flat, and that he had taken a lot
of gold dust to Tombstone and converted it into
cash. · He even told us that he usecl two burroi;
to do it. Now then, what do you suppose he told
us that for?"
"Well, yer can't believe nothin' Tom says. He's
an awful liar. "
"I see. Then you don't think it possible that he
could have taken the stolen gold dust away with
the burros and disposed of it at Tombstone?"
"By thunder!" exclaimed the sheriff, leaping to
hi~ feet, "I must be an awful thickhead, Young
Wild West. I never thought of sich a thing afore
but blamed if that don't look quite reasonable'.
Maybe Tom mi1ght have done it, though as I jest
said, I never knowed of his <loin' anythin' like
that afore. I s'pose he could have killed Ea1<tman an' hid ther gold somewhere, an' then yiste1·day mornin' he could have packed it on them two
burros an' took it down to Tombstone. But what
makes yer think that he done it?"
"Well, I thought he was the guilty party the
moment I heard about what happened here. I am
well satisfied that he took a • t of gold dust to
Tombstone, and that he has right now a big sum
of money in his possession. Maybe he hasn't got
it on his person, but it is hidden somewhere within easy reach."
"Vv'ell, it sorter looks as though you're right in
what you think, Young Wild West, but it seems
to me that we oughter have somethin' more in
tber way of evidence, as yer call it."
"Well, I think we have."
"Yer do, eh?"
"Yes, but I don't want you or these two men
here to say a word about what I am going to tell
you until I give you permission to. Will you all
agree' to that?"
"I'll agree, sartin."
"So will I," one of the miners promptly spoke
up.
"Me too," the other chimed in.
"Now then, sheriff," and Wild's face wore a
smile as he looked at Disbury, "why do they call
this man Three-Fingered Tom?"
" 'Cause ther little finiger of his left hand was
shot off in a fight he had down in Tombstone
once, I believe."
"Ye·s , that's what he told us. Now then, suppose he were to get his hand covered with a
sticky n,ud, and prei;sed it upon something that
was of a light color. Do you think the print of
his hand would sh,,.=""

...
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'·Why, sartinly."
"Well, suppose he had blood on his hand, and
pressed it upon a blanket. Do you think it would
show there?"
"'Nell, 1 s'pose it would."
"If you saw such a print and th.ere was no sign
of a little finger showing, would you be apt to
think that it was Th'ree-Fingered Tom's hand that
had made it?"
"Well, it sartinly would look that way."
"All right, then. Now I'll show you something."
Jim tossed the blanket to the young deadshot,
and coolly Wild spread it out. As the print of
the hand was seen by th!) sheriff and the two men,
they started violently and looked at eac,h other.
"Well, g·entlemen," said the boy, in hi s cool and
easy way, "this is the blanket that was on Eastman's bed. Jim Dart disc0vered the mark upon
it and called my attention to it. Do you think
we have enough evidence now?"
"Great ginger I'' exclaimed the deputy shC'riff,
shaking his head. "It sartinly looks as though
Three-Fingered Tom done it."
"I was satisfied he did it afore I seen that," one
of the miners declared.
"So was I," theother added, quickly.
"Well, I don't want either of you to say a
thing about it. That mark is ·so plain that it can
be seen for quite a distance. What I am goin.~
to do is to have that blanket hung up somewhere
in the saloon. I want it done while Three-Fingered Tom and his gang ,ne a way from it. Then
I will go ahead and make the scoundrel confess.
Again I tell y0u not to say a word tu any ouc.
lf you do the game might be spoiled."
All three declared that they would not open
their mouths on the subject.
"Jim," said our hero, turning to Dart, "you
take a walk over to the saloon and see if the
scoundrels are there yet. It may be that ThreeFingered Tom didn't let any of them in on the
game, or it may be that they all had a hand in
jt. I am inclined to think that he committed the
crime without the knowledge of the rest. But
that makes no difference. You go and see if they
a.re there yet, and if they are, you can wait there
and we will take a walk in a few minutes."
Jim gave a nod and promptly walked leisurely
toward the saloon. When he got there he found
that all of the villains were there, and that Hop
,1,as entert aining them with his feats of magic
and funny business that came so natural to him.
The clever Chinee had been indulging in a little
too much tanglefoot, too, and when he saw Jim
come in he promptly arose and said:
"Whattee mattee, · Mislel' Jim? Misler Wild
wan t ee me?"
"No, Hop," \Vas the reply. "I just came in to
:see how you were making out, that's all. But I
think vou have been going a little too far to-day.
You had better stop it, for if you don't you may
hear frorn Wild."
''Me no dlinkee too muchee, Mi sler Jim. Me
allee sa mee goodee Chinee. "
"Let 1h ,,., h eathen alonr,'' f'p:1kc up Three-Fing1::1·ed Ton, . "\Y e'n, fo un d 1hat he's a first-rate
feller. Ih ·~ t he ~ma r.(;~ Chinee that ever Ji-ired,
too.':
"You think so. do you'?" Vart answered, looking
at the man sharply. "Have you been gambling
with him?"

"Not exactly. But I've made a couple of beti,
on his tricks, an' he's won."
.
This remark gave Jim an idea.
"Well," said he, "you should never bet· with
Hop, unless you are sure of Vl>inning, I can tell
you that much."
Then, without another word the boy quickly
_
left the shanty and returned to the camp.
"You came back so·J ner than I expected, Jim,"
oul' hero said, looking a little sun)rised.
"Well, an idea struck me, and I thought I'd
1.:l'tter come and tell you what it was," Jim answered.
. "What was it that struck you, Ji:m?" the young
aeadshot asked, eyeing him sharply.
"Three-Fingered Tom just told me that he had
made a couple of bets with Hop and lost them.
That made me think that it might be a good idea
to get Hop to offer to bet him a thousand dollars that he killed the m·ner. No d::mbt Three··
Fingered Tom would quickly take him up, for
he wouldn't dare t o offer to shoo t him if we happened to be th ere at t he time. That would show
whether he had much .money or not. Then you
could ,go ahead with the rest of what you propos<'to do."
"By jingo! a good idea, Jim. I shall certainly
act on your suggestion."
The two miners had gone away. but the sheriff
was still at the camp, and, turning to him, our
hero said:
" Come, sheriff, we'll take a walk over to tl1e
saloon. You haven't seen our clever Chi nee yrt.
and probably he may g·et you into a• first-cla~,;
humor, so you will be Teady for what is to come."
"All right, Young Wild \Vest," wa::; the Teplr.
·
.
"Anything you say I 'll do."
CHAPTER VIL-Hop Makes a Wager With
'l'hree-Fingered Tom.
Wild, Charlie and Jim promptly sPt out for
the shanty, followed by Sheriff Dii;;hury. As they
entered the place they found all the villains there
&itting around a table nc_ar Hop Wah, who was
relating to them a wontlcl'fur st0ry about an
imaginary uncle of his ·who lived in China, and
did things his own ,vay in spite of what the emperor said. The villa in s , howed consid0ra~le
uneasi11ess when they sa\\ our friends come in
with Disbury, but they quickly composed themselves, and the sheriff was greeted in a very
friendly way by them. Wild had no difficulty in
catching the Chinaman's eye, and he gave him
to understand that he wanted to see him oul:r
side.
''Me havee 1go to um camp, so be," the Celestial
said, nodding to his audience. "Me comee backee
veJly much~ quickee."
Then he arose and promptly started for the
do01·. Wild followed him out and quickly told him
what he wanted him to do.
"Run over to the camp, and then come back,
just as though you have been sent for something," the boy added. "I'll keep the villains inside."
When the boy came in again, Three-Fingered
Tom was plying the sheriff with question.; about
the mysterious murder and robbery. As dfms,9
as he was. Disbury mana_ged to play Ms part
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pretty well, and he made Tom understand that
he was ve1·y much puzzled, but that he was
positive that a stranger had committed the
crime.
·
"Well," said the Toughest Man in CampJ _shaking his head, "if you just tell me what I !tin do
I'll only be too glad to do it, sheriff. I'm a bad
man, I know, especially when I gits good an'
Tiled, but I'm always ready to stand up for what's
right. I'd jest like ter have ther pleasure of
helpin' lynch ther galoot as killed poor Eastman
an' cleaned him out of his pile. My pards thinks
ther same way, too, don't yer, boys?"
"You bet," ca:me the response.
"Well, I'm glad to hear that, Tom," the sheriff
answered, as though he felt pleased at what the
man said. "Maybe you'll have a chance ter help
afore long. Young Wild West is on ther job with
roe now, an' he says he's goin' ter git ther galoot
as done it. I s'pose yer know that when he starts
out ter do a thing he always does it."
"I've heard that," and Three-Fingered Tom
turned and looked at our hero and smiled. "I
hope he don't git left this time, 'cause this here
is what I call a regular mystery."
"Well, we'll strike out for Tombstone to-morrow
if we don't hear anything new in the matter,"
our hero answered.
Three-Fingered Tom looked at his companions,
and a peculiar smile showed on his face. No
doubt he felt that he was perfectly safe. Just
then Hop came back.
"Velly nicee day, so be," he said, just as
though it w,is his first appearance there.
"Never mind about that, Hop," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, with a frown. "We don't want no
humbug about this business. What was yer doin'
he1·e when we come in a little while ago?"
"Me tellee lillee stoly, so be."
"Why don't yer go ahead an' show ther measly
coyotes here somethin' about cards?"
"Allee light. Me showee lillee more, so be."
"But yer ain't gain' ,ter git me to bet on notMn'
ag'in, heathen," spoke up the Toughest Man in
Camp.
"Me likee makee lillee bettee, so be."
"I know yer do. You have got twenty dollars
of my money now. That's about enough to pay
your expenses since you have been here to-day,
I reckon."
"Me gottee plenty money."
"Well, I'm glad yer have. I reckon I'v.e got
enough, too."
Hop now produced a deck of cards, and after
shuffling it he placed it upon the table before
Three-Fingered Tom, and said:
"Me allee samee bettee you lat me tellee you
whattee card you cuttee. Me bettee fifty dollee."
"No, yer don't. I won't bet no fifty dollars.
But what do yer mean, anyhow? Do. yer mean
that you kin tell me what card I'll cut if I cut
them cards?"
"Lat light. You cuttee um cards, and no
lookee. Len me tellee you whattee you card is,
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, I reckon I'll go yer ten dollars on it,
anyhow. You have beat me twic-e, but this happens to be a si;:.r.e thing."
"Puttee upee your money."
Three-Finge11~d Tom produced a big· i-oll of
bills, and prc,1111ptly selected a ten-dollar note

from it, and laid it upon the bar. The Chinaman
was not long in covering it. Then he gave the
cards another shuffle and placed the pack before
~he man. Tom cut th.e pack nearly in the C!mter,
and held the cards in his hand.
"Now then, if you don't tell me what ther bottom card is, yer lose, heathen," he said.
"Allee light. You cuttee um queen of hearts,
so be."
The villain turned the card over, andi su-re • ·
enough, it was the queen. 9f hea1-ts.
"Well, by thundw :' ~e exclaimed, looking at
his companions in genuine surprise. "I've been
bit ag'in, boys. I won't bet with ther heathen
ag'in, unless I know for sartin that it's a deadsure thing."
Hop took the cards from him and raked in the
twenty dolla1·s.
"Me likee makee one more bettee, Misler Tommie," the clever Chinee said, afte1· a pause.
"Well, what do you want to bet? I'll mighty
soon tell ye1· whether I'll take yer up or not."
. "Me bettee you um thousand do]lee lat you killee
um miner and allee samee stealee his money."
The face of the villain turned deathly pale at
this. He sank back in his chair and slowly looked
around the room as though he was trying to
think of some reply to make.
"Lat velly goodee bettce, Mislei- Tommie," Hop
went on, in his bland way. "Um sheliff wantee
findee um murdeler? Me betee you thousand dollee lat you um murdeler."
"What do you mean, heathen?" the Toughest
Man in Camp cried, as he found the use of his
tongue. "Do yer mean to accuse me of killin'
any one? Take that back, or I'll put a hole
through yer."
"Easy, Three-Fingered Tom," spoke up Young
Wild West, in his cool and easy way. "I reckon
the Chinaman hasn't accused you of being a
murderer, exactly. He has offered to bet you a
thousand dollars that you are the guilty man.
Don't you see what he is driving at? He wants
to give you a chance to bet on a sure thing."
"Well, I'll bet him a thousand dollars on that,
if that's what's ther matter," was the quick reply.
"I'll bet him two thousand, or three thousand, if
he wants to."
·
"Well, maybe he hasn't so mucl, money as all
that. Make it a thousand."
"All right. Sheriff Disbury, you hold ther
stakes."
"I sartinly will, Tom," the sheriff answered,
with -a gi:in. "But what kind of a game is this,
anyhow'! What is ther Chinaman <lrivin' at?" ·
"Oh, it's some trick of his, I s'pose. But it's
time I caught him. I reckon you know I ain't
ther sort of man as would kill anybody, an' that
I wouldn't steal anything either."
"I always found you to be putty honest, though
you are. a putty tough character, Tom."
"I'm ther Tpughest, Man in. Camp, shei- ifi'.' '
"Yes, I know that.''
"When Young Wild West ain't around," sp oke
up Stumpy, the proprietor, dryly.
"Never mind, Stumpy; don't go to castin' no
reflections. Young Wild West is what yer call
an exception to ther general run, an' I don't want
ter do nothin' that he don't like. But outside of
that part of it, I'm ther Toughest Man in Camp.
nll ni:ht"
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'·Oh, yes, Tom, we all know that."
"I prnmisc you that 1 won't hurt you. I m!iy
The villain was not long in counting out a clip a few hail'S from your hrnJ ilnough a misthousand dollars, which he handed to the sheriff. take, but I won't dra·.-. blood. <;:ome right on,
'· 1'he1·e you are, heathen," said he, looking as now. You are the tough man, you know. You
though he thought the Chinaman might be bluf- proved that by the fight you had with Potter,
fing, after all. "Cover that if you dare."
your pard. You both :::tood up nobly in that
"Me do lat velly muchee quickee, Misler Tom- duel."
mie. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, there wasn't. nothin' funny about it,
Hop was as good as his word, and soon Dis- after all, was there, Young Wild We,.;t?" Potter
bury was holding the stakes.
spoke up, with a grin. "That heathen Chinee
"See here," he said, as he looked at the money, loaded them guns somethin' nice, an' no mistake."
"jest make it plain what this bet is, an' how it's
"Well, my gun is loaded a little differently.
goin' ter be deci:ded."
Now then, Tom, come on out here and I will see
"Me bettee lat Misler Tommie allee samee killee if I can't put a row of holes through the crown
um miner and stealee um gold dust," said Hop, of vour hat"
speakiug slowly so that every one might underThere w~s hardly a man there who was not
stand. "If me no plovee befo1·e da1·k, he alJee delighted at the boy's proposal. EYen the friends
samee v,r:inee um money."
of the villain smiled when they heard it. As they
Three-Fingered Tom looked very uneasy, but he all went outside the miners could be seen returnnodded, showing that he was satisfied.
ing from their work. No doubt the two who had
"Is that ther bet, Tom?" the sheriff asked.
introduced the sheriff to our hero had induced
"Yes, I don't know as it could be any plainer them to quit a little earlil!r by promising them
than that," was the reply.
that something was _going to happen before dark.
"All right, then. It sorter looks as though Wild saw them coming, so he waited until they
you're goin' to win this time."
had gathered about the front of the saloon . Then
"I can't help from winnin', sheriff."
he took Three-Fingered Tom by the hand and led
Disbury nodded, and put the roll of bills in his him toward a big tree that was but a short dispocket. Wild had been watching Three-Fingered tance away.
Tom's face closely, and he was certain that there
"You stand right here with your side to me, and
was no mistake in his suspicions. But for rea- I 1will see what I can do at ten paces. I reckon
sons of his own he did not care to push the matter that will be far enough."
through in a hurry. Somehow he felt as though
"Better make it a little closer," was the unit ought to be left until nearly the last minute easy reply. "I know you'1·e a deadshot, all right,
before the denouement took place. In less than but s'pose one of ther bullets should happen to
two hours the sun would set, and then it would go a little low?"
not be long before darkness came. The boy decided
"None of them will go too low. I have told
to interest the spectato1·s a little by some fancy you what X am going· to do, and I mean what I
shooting.
say."
"Gentlemen," said he, "if you will all come
•• All right, then," and the scoundrel acted as
outside, I will show you how to hit a bull's-eye though he was resigned to hi· fate.
with a gun."
It had got noised about by this time, so that all
"That's it, Young Wild West," the sheriff an- the men present knew "·hat was up. Many of
swered, delightedly. "I was thinkin' of askin' them claimed to be pretty good shots, but to seri
yer somethin' about what yer coukl do in ther a boy stand off at ten paces and shoot through
line of shootin'. Jest show ug, will yer?"
the crown of a man's hat while he was ,\earir1 ,;
"All right, come on outside, all of you."
it was considered quite a feat. Wild .measured
Then turning to the keeper of the place, the off the paces himself, and then seeing that Threeboy added:
.
Fingered Tom was standing perfectly still, he
"You haven't got ma11y bottles on hand, I see." drew a revolver, and, taking a quick aim, pulled
"No, Young Wild West," was the reply. "Bot- the trigger. Crack! The Toughest Man in Camp
tles is mighty scarce around here."
gave a jump, but quickly got in position again.
"Well, I will have to have something to shoot Crack! Again he fired. This time Tom stood
at. What have you got that will answer the perfectly still. Two holes could be seen through
purpose?"
the crown of the hat, and about an inch apart.
"Yer might 1:ake Three-Fingered Tom's hat an' Crack! For the third time Wild fired, and then
fill it full of holes."
another hole showed right in line with the two
"That's it. I never thought of that."
first ones. He fired three more, and then there
The Toughest Man in Camp shrugged his was a line of holes right across the top of the
shoulders as the boy turned and looked at him.
hat.
"This is ther best hat I've got, Young Wild
"I reckon that will be about all at ·that kind
West," he said, shaking his head.
of work," he said, in his cool and easy way. "Did
"Well, that's all right. You have got money I hurt you, Tom?"
to buy another, haven't you? You'll be going
"Not a bit," was the reply, while fl. look of
down to Tombstone again before long, I suppose." relief shone on the villain's face.
"All right, then. I don't care what yer do
"Well, that''s because · you are the Toughest
with it. Go ahead an' riddle it," and so saying, Man in Camp, I suppose. I doubt if a bullet
Tom tossed his hat over.
would hurt you if it hit you in the head."
"See here," said Wild, throwin~ it back to him,
"Don't think anything like that. I ain't as
"I reckon you had better keep 1t on your head tough as all that," declared the villain.
while I am doing the shooting."
"See here," said Wild, suddenly, "did you ever
"No, no, I don't want nothil'I' like that."
have a pipe shot out of vour mouth?"
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"No, I reckon. I never did."
"Well, you should try it once, and see how it
feels."
"Let up on me, won't yer, Young Wild West?
Y-0u have been puttin' it on me putty strong
since you've been here, an' I think you oughter
stop now.''
"Oh, I'll Jet up on you after a while. But I
insist -0n you putting a pipe in your mouth and
standing over there b-y that tree. I just want to
see if I can smash the bowl at twenty paces."
"That's too far to shoot with a gun," declared
the rascal, as though he meant to balk.
"Well, I will give you my word I won't hit you
if I miss the ;pipe. Now go ahead. Be good.
There is no use in being cranky about it "
"Are you afraid?" a man called out, derisively.
"Maybe you want ter do it," was the angry retort.
"Well, I would if I was asked. But I ain't
been asked. It's up to you, Tom. You're ther
Toughest Man in Camp. You hadn't oughte1· be
afraid of anything like that."
"Oh, I ain't afraid, 1cause I know Young Wild
West is ther Champion Deadshot."
But Tom declared he had no pipe, so Wild
quickly found one for )1.im. Then reluctantly the
bad man placed it in his mouth and took his
position near the tree. His face was very pale,
and he kept looking sidewise toward the boy, as
he paced off the proper distance. Wild had reloaded the gun, of course. He had used the one
that was more accurate of the two he had with
him, and he wanted it for what he was going
to do now.
"Now then, gentlemen," he said, nodding to the
crowd, "I think you will all admit that shooting
a pipe ~rom a man's mouth at twenty paces is not
an easy thing to do with a revolver. But I have
done it before, and I think I can now. However,
I might miss the first shot. But if I do I will
guarantee that I won't harm Three-Fingered
Tom any."
A cheer went up, but this did not affect the
boy one way or the otheL Raising his revolver,
he took a quick, careful aim and pulled the trigger. Crack! As the report sounded the pipe
flew from Three-Fingered Tom's mouth. While
the miners were cheering him our hero turned to
Jim Dart and said:
"Go and hang that blanket in the saloon somewhere, so that it will be seen the moment any one
enters."
Jim gave a nod, and hurried from the spot.

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Blows Up A Shanty.
Somehow Hop Wah did not feel exactly satisfied at what had happened since he had been
at Domino Flat. The fun-loving Chinaman longed to play a good trick on the men who prided
themselves· on being so tough. But though he
had mystified them with his tricks and won a
few dollars thereby, he decided that he had not
done enough. True, he was well satisfied that
~e was going to win the thousand dollars, but he
was not so sure that Young Wild West would
nilow him to keep the money. If it was a fact,
which he had no doubt. tha t Three-Fin .11:ered Tom

had killed and robbed the miner, it was quite
likely that the money would be taken from him.
He knew what Jim Dart was up to when he
ran to the camp, for he watched him as he seized
the blanket and hastened back to the rear of the
shanty saloon.
Hop moved around so he got pretty close to
the villains who had gathered in a bunch. Though
he appeared not to be listening, his ears were
wide open, and when Three-Fingered Tom approached his companions, the clever Chinee waited to hear what he would say.
"Well, boys," the Toughest Man in Camp said,
in a low tone of voice, "I reckon it's about time
we talked things over. Come on over to my
shanty."
"All right, Tom," one of them answered. "But
I r.eckon we had better not be in too much of a
hurry. Don't you think we had better go in
·stumpy's an' git a drink afore we go?"
"No, we'll walk on over now. When we decide
on what's to be done we'll come back, an' then I
reckon somethin' will happen around here that
won't be very healthy for Young Wild West an'
Ms pards."
Hop waited to hear no more from them, but
he quickly sneaked away, and catching a miner
just as he was going into the saloon, he said:
"You tellee me where Thlee-Fingered Tommie's
shanty is?"
The miner grinned, but quickly turned and
pointed out the shanty.
"That's it," he said, nodding his head. "It's
ther only one in camp what's got a little stovepipe for a chimney. You kin see it stickin' out
of ther roof."
"Allee light. You no say anything. Me go
over lere. Me havee hullv uppee, so be."
"All right, heathen; I won't say a word."
It happened that the miner had heard of Hop's
cleverness, so he was eager to see what he was
up to. He waited until he saw him slip around
to the, left and hurriedly approach the shanty.
But he noticed also that Three-Fingered Tom
and his gang was beading that way.
"I :i:eckon I'd better warn that heathen," the
miner muttered, as he started away from the
spot. "He don't know that ther gang is goin'
there. If they should ketch him inside they might
make out that he was a robber an' shoot him.
Young Wild West wouldn't like that very much,
though I s'pose ther gang would git their medicine jest ther same. But I don't want ter see
that heathen killed, so I'll slip around there, an'
when I git on ther other side I'll holler to him
that they'r e comin'."
Meanwhile Hop had boldly en tered t he sha nt y.
A hasty glance showed him that the furnishings
did not amount to much, though t he fac., ,, " ;
that Three-Fingered Tom had a great deal
more in the way of household goods than th,~
majority of the miners in camp. Just how he
ma naged to get them there is hard to tell, bu t
the colored prints and other pictures that adorned the walls certainly made it look rather gay
and attractive, especially to the rough men who
were dtgg'ing for gold dust. But the pictures had
no particular attraction for Hop just then. He
was trying to thin\ of a way to give the villains
a genuine surprise, and at the same time have
a good laugh himself.
H i~ " WS finally rested on a dila;Jidated square
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stove that was held together by means of strip:-;
of wire that had been bound around it. At fil·st
Hop thought it would be a good idea to place
some gunpowder in the stove, for it was most
likely that the villains would start a fire to get
some supper. But he decided that he had played
that -trick so many times that he ought to think
of something original. He looked up to where
the stove-pipe passed through the roof, and then
ar, idea struck him.
"We have usee pow dee, so be," he said, shaking
his head, "but me no puttee in um fire, so be."
He had a package of gunpowder that must
have weighed in the neighborhood of a pound,
and quickly removing the pipe, he pushed it
up into it as far as his arm could reach. He
knew pretty well that this would stop the draught
if a fire was kindled, but as it would take but a
slig.ht knock to dislodge the powder and make it
droo right into the stove, the result would be the
same.
It took him but a second or two to put the pipe
back in place, and just then he heard a voice
calling to him softly from the window at the side
of the shanty. When he saw the face of the
miner ·who had informed him as to where the
place was looking in at him, he knew right away
that something was wrong.
"Hurry up an' git out of there, heathen," came
the call, softly. "They're comin' right here."
'.'Allee light," Hop answered, and he jumpe4 to
the window, which was without a sash, and quickIv crawled through.
"What did yer do, anyhow?" the miner asked,
as he slipped softly away with Hop.
"You waitee. If um bad Melican men allee
samee makee lillee fire, Jen you hear velly bigee
noise, so' be. Me puttee um poundee of powdee
in um stove-pipe."
The' two had hardly got out of sight behind
some bushes when Three-Finger ed Tom and his
companions entered the shanty.
"Well, you have got us here, now what are
yer goin' ter do about it?" Potter asked, rather
sarcastically, for it was no doubt that his _o pinion
of the so-called Toughest Man in Camp was not
as high as it formerly had been.
"Well, we've got ter do somethin', ain't we?"
came the retort from the leader.
"I s'pose so. But what does all this business
mean, anyhow? How come ther Chinee to bet yer
a thousana dollars that you killed Eastman?"
"How do L know? I s'pose he thought he
could say anything to me. an' I didn't dare ter
git mad, 'cause Young Wild West an' his pards
was there."
"I sorter thought that yer done it, though,
Tom," and Potter shook his head and grinned.
"You'1·e a putty foxy igaloet, yer know. Where
did you git all that money you showed over there,
anyhow? Last week you was puttv nigh dead
broke."
"You knowea very well that I had quite a· little
])ile of dust, didn't yer?"
"Well, yer was always sayin' yer had, but I
never seen any .of it."
"Well, there's others seen it. I took it down to
Tombstone with me, an' changed it into m~ey.
Then I hit it good an' strong at faro t1iere.
That's how I got so much money, if you want to
know. But never mind about that. What we
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want ter do now is ter settle on a way of cleanin' up Young Wild West an' his pards. That's
got to be done, or ther first thing we know we'll
be drove out of Domino Flat."
"Oh, I reckon it kin be done easy enough, if
any one's got nerve enough to do it. As far as
I'm concerned, I ain't got ther nerve."
"What do yer mean by nerve?" demanded the
.
leader, half angrily.
"Well, I mean that if you an' two others has
got nerve enough ter walk right over to where
Young Wild West an' his pa1·ds is, an' then pull
out your guns an' let 'em have it, it will be an
easy thing ter settle 'em."
"Well, I reckon I've got ther nerve to do that/
Potter. How about you?"
"I jest said I didn't have," was the retort. "I
don't want nothin' ter do with any sich kind o:l'
business, either."
"How ,about you?'' and Three-Finger<.!d Tom
turned to one of the men he thought he could
count on.
"Well, I don't mind tryin' it, though I do think
I'll go under if I do."
One of the others promptly declared that he
was willing to go ahead, but the rest hesitated.
Potter grinned when he saw this.
"Three of yer is enough, anyhow," he said, with
a smile. "See here, Tom, if you an' ther two
what's willin' to jine in with yer in th:is game
finishes Young Wild West an' his pards, iher
1·est of us will see to it that ther miners don't
interfere. How about that?"
"That suits me, Potter."
"All right, then. What's ther use of waitin'?
Come right over there an' do it now. We kin
walk back as though we're goin' in to git a drink
When we're right close to 'em you an' ther two
what's goin' ter help yer out kin drop 'em like
logs. You kin git within four or five feet of 'em
afore you shoot, so you'll make a clean job of it."
"I s'pose you think I'm afraid ter do it Pot'
ter,'.' said Tom, sarcastically.
"Oh, no, I don't. You're ther Toughest Man
in Camp, an' you oughter be ther bravest one
too. I'd call it real brave if you was ter do what
I've jest said."
"All right, then, you'll see that I'll do it."
The villain thne turned to the two who had
consented to help him, and they both declared
that they could be relied upon.
"Don't yer think we had better wait till after
supper?" one of the other~ suggested. "Most
likely Young Wild West an' his pards will go
over to their eamp now. You wouldn't stand no
5how by walkin' up there an' shootin' 'em, 'cause
they would be watchin' yer too close."
"Well, I reckon a good cup of strong coffee
would sorter put a little more ne1·ve in us " the
leader admitted, shaking_ his head approvingly.
"Jest git a pail of water, one of yer, an' I'll
kindle a fire. I've got wood all in ther stove
an' all I've got ter do is ter touch a match to it.';
One of them seized a pail and quickly left the
shanty. Then Tom opened the draught at the
bottom of the stove, and, striking a match, set
the fire going. He got a big black kett}e and
threw about half a pound of coffee 1n It, aM
when the man returned with the pail of water
be poured some in it, and then placed the kettle
on the stove. But the fire was not progressing
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very well. Smoke was coming from the f;toye our hero asked, coollv. as he tooi< a step toward
so fa~t that it was apt to drive them out of the him. "It strikes me that you are a little nervous.
shan y.
You are not afraid you are going to lose the
"Ther blamed thing don't draw!" Potter ex- wager vou made with the Chinama11, are you?"
claimed, with a laugh. "Maybe ther pipe's stopAt this one of his companion~ whipped om his
ped up, Tom."
gun. But before he could fn·e a shot Jim Dart
"Maybe it is," and Three-Fingered Tom stepped caugl1t his arm, at the same time planting a blo,Y
over and struck the pipe a smart blow.
with l1is left fist on the man's neck, which sent
The instant he did this the fire began to him reeling. Dart Wl'enched the gun from his
cackle. But the1·e was so much smoke in the hand, and then stood before him wilh it pointing
Hhanty that the villain had got his -eyes full and · straight at his heart.
he hurriedly ran outside. The rest followed him,
Meanwhile Charlie was watching the other rasfor none of them could stand it, either. The last cal so closely that he dared not make the attemPt
man had barely got out of the shanty when there to pull his revolver. Wild was now so close to
was a loud expfosion, and the flimsy structure Three-Fingered Tom that he had him almost
flew to pieces, the splinters falling about them. trembling·.
Hop and the miner were hiding behind the
"'\That did you come over here for?" the boy
bushes a few yards away. Both were holding demanded, looking at him keenly.
their ;;tomachs, and fairly bubbling· over with
"We come over to git a drink," was the reply.
mirth. Bu, it <lid not_appeal to the tough crowd
A laugh was heard behind him, and throwing
Hf; anyUung to laugh at, and they looked at
his eyes that way for an instant, our hero saw
each other in dismay. Not one of them could that it came from the villain called Potter.
offer an explanation as to the cause of the ex"Step up here, my friend," ~he boy said, quic~plosion. The loud repol't had been heaTd by ly. "Maybe you can tell a little mo1·e about 1t
every one in the mining camp, and a crowd came than this fellow cares to."
rushing that way, among them being Young
"What do yer want'?" asked Potter, the exp1·es'Wild West and his partners. Of course, our hero sion of his face changing instantly, as he came
knew pretty well who l1ad cause the explosion. forward.
It was an old trick of Hop's to do such things,
"Well, I heard you laugh just then, so I'd
and w~n he found that the shanty belonged to like to know what made you do it."
Three-Fingered Tom he g·uessed right away that
"Oh, I s'pose I ni,1'ht as well tell yer. Tom
Hop had caused it to blow up. The clever come over ter cler\.., ~ ·• ~ . ,. ,,
Chinee met him before he got to the spot.
"I thought so. Vve,:, ~- •-~ lidn't he start in
"Velly muchee funny, Misler Wild," }:le said, to do it when he got here'!"
laughing hearti_ly.
"I don't know, Young Wild West; -you had bet"How did you do it?" the boy demanded, look- ter ask him that."
ing at him and smiling in spite of himself.
"Well, I will, then," and turning to the leader
"Me velly solly, Misler Wild. Me no wµ.ntee
of the toughs, our hero added:
puttee powdee in um stove, so me allee samee
"Why don't you start in shooting, Three-Finputtee in um pipe. Velly funny, so be."
gered Tom?''
Then he laughed louder than ever, and the
"I never intended ter do no shootin' when I
miner who was with him joined in.
c'ome here. I come ove1· after a drink, an' I
Sheriff Disbury now joined them, and they all brought my crowd with me."
went over and surveyed the smokmg ruins. Sev"Well, either you or Potter lies. Now then,
eral of the miners went to work and put out the who is the liar? Tell me, quick."
fire, which had started in two or thre-! different
As the boy spoke his hand seized his revolver;
places, so the boards of the shanty were saved
which hung at his side, and the muzzle was
from burning. Our hero said nothing to any of thrust against the nose of the frightened scounthe toughs, but satisfied that it was no more than
drel.
Three-Fingered Tom deserved, he turned and
"It's Potter who lies," came from the man's
went back toward the shanty saloon. His part- lips, in a hesitating sort of way.
ners and the sheriff went along, as did several
"I do, eh? Well, I'll jest make you take that
of the miners, and they had scarcely got there back if Younl~ Wild West will give me ther
when Three-Fingered Tom and his c1·onies were chance."
seen approaching, walking along almost with
"Take it easy, Potter," our hero said, with a
the precision of soldiers.
smile. "You will have a chance pretty soon, perhaps. Now then, just· tell us all about it, if you
think you feel like living very long."
"Me feel like livh)' very long!" echoed Potter,
CHAPTER IX.-Wild Wins the Reward.
in amazement. "Why, I ain't done nothin'."
"Well, perhaps you haven't. But you are in
Three-Fingered Tom and the two men who
bad company, and that goes against you. You
had agreed to help him do the shooting were a
are one of the tough men of Domino Flat, you
little in advance of the rest when they got within know. You have been helping to run things with
a few yards of the front of the shanty saloon. a high hand here long enough. The miners have
Wild fixed his eyes upon the leader of the gang, ·made up their minds not to stand it any longer,
and he noticed that Three-Fingered Tom was so if you manage to get out of this little trouble
very pale. But he came right on-, and not until alive, the best thing you can do is to light out
he was within six feet of the young- deadshot did for parts unknown."
he stop. His hand dropped to his side and his
"I was thinkin' of cloin' tha . anyhow, Young
Wild West," the villain declared, earnestly. "I
fingeTs clutched the butt of a gun.
"Well, how do you feel, Three-Fingered Tom?" could see that it ain't no ulace for me here any
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more. But since Three-Fingered Tom has called
me a liar, I'm goin' ter tell yer all about it."
Potter then related quickly what ,,w-as said in
the shanty when the villains 1?:a t hered there to
hold a meeting. The crowd standing around
listened intently, and there were few, if any, who
doubted that he told the truth. The only ones
to deny it were the two m(ln who had agreed to
help the Toughe::.t Man in Camp do the shooting. But they had good reason for doing this,
since they no doubt felt that their lives were in
danger. Charlie had gripped his man by the
shoulder, while Jim stood covering the other. The
rest of the gang stood in a bunch behind Potter,
and were perfectly silent. Wild thought it about
time to settle the affair, but somehow he felt
like prolonging the agony.
"Tom," said he, coolly, as he pointed to the
reward notice that was tacked on the front of
the shanty, "do you see that placard?"
"Yes, I see it, Young Wild West," was the
reply.
"Somebody is going to make five thousand dollars, then?"
"Of course they are, if they ketch ther man."
"Well, you don't think it will be very hard to
do that, do you?"
"I don't know. You had better ask ther
sheriff."
"Well, he doesn't think it will be very hard,
either. The fact is the sheriff is well satisfied
than the man who committed the crime is right
here in Domino Flat at this minute."
"Maybe yer think I done it, Younig Wild West."
"I didn't say so, did I?"
"Well, you're talkin' that way. But I want ter
tell you one thing; I may be putty bad an' all
that, but I never done anything like that. That
heathen Chinee bet lne a thousand dollars that I
did, an' I don't know why he made sich a bet,
unless it was ter scare me. But go ahead. I'm
innocent, an' I'll stick to it if yer haI\g me."
"Is that so? Well, just_ take a walk inside
the shanty. There's something there I want you
to look at." ·
"I don't want ter do in there," declared the
villain, shaking his hea<i- doggedly.
"But I want you to go in."
"Well, I ain't goin'."
"All right, we'll see about that."
The pallor quickly left the fact of Three-Fingered Tom. His fists clenched and his muscles
quivered. Three-Fingered Tom put his right foot
back, and gathered himself for a spring. Then it
was that Wild with lightning-like quickness seized him about the waist and flung him over his
shoulder. As quick as a flash he darted to the
door of the saloon, and hurled his burden upon the
floo1·. The ruffian was upon his feet in an instant, and lowering his head, he made a bolt for
the door and succeeded in getting outside. But
Wild quickly headed him off, though he did not
pull a gun. Wild g·ave him a push that sent
him crashing through a window. This time
Three-Fingered Tom fell so heavily that he was
temporarily stunned. Before he could get upon
his feet Wild was standing over him, a revolver
in his hand.
"The next time I tell you to do anything I
reckon you will do it," the boy said, in his coot

and easy way. "Now then, g-~ t up, and he ']uick
·
ubout it."
Up he scrambled to his feet as meek a s a lamb.
Then Wild seized him by the arms, and, turning
him arnund advanced toward the blanket that
Jim Dart had hung t o the wall. There was the
imprint of t he bloody band showing plainly.
"Look at that, Threc-Fingei-ed Tom," our hero
said, sternly. "Do vou know what that mark is?"
"Mercy!" cried t he man, dropping upon hi~
knees and holding up his hands. "Don't kill me,
Young Wild West. I didn't do it, I didn't do it."
"Look at that mark on the blanket, I say!"
The muzzle of the revolver was pressed clos
against the man's head, and he was forced to turn
his eyes toward the accusing mark
"That is the print of a human hand, isn't it?"
Wild said.
.
There was no reply.
"The little fin1ger is missing, too, isn't it?" he
went on, coolly.
Three-Fingered Tom glanced involuntarily at
his left hand.
''Yes, that's right," nodded our hero. "That
is the hand that made the mark. You killed
Eastman, didn't you, Tom?"
"Yes, yes," the man cried, starting to his feet
and making a break to get out of the place.
But it was a vain effort, for Wilo swung his
left arm about the villain's neck and squeezed him
against the door in a hurry.
'·Here is the mur de1·e1·, she1·iff; come and take
charge of him," he called out, in his cool and
.
easy way.
Disbury was right on hand. He called some
of the miners to a ssis t him, and in a very short
time Three-Fingered Tom was securely bound.
"Now then, sheriff," said Wild, smiling at the
deputy, "go through him and see if you can find
the money he received for the stolen gold dust."
"I reckon I will, Young Wild West," was the
reply.
Disbury was not long in making .a search, and
he brought to light a little over seven thousand
dollars in bills.
"Is this all of it~" he asked.
"Yes," came the reply, in a low tone of voice.
"That's all of it. I got a little over seven thousand dollars for ther dust. I sold it putty cheap,
I know, but I didn't care. I was sorry I done it,
an' ther quicker I got rid of ther dust ther better
I thought it would be for me."
Meanwhile Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dat·t had
been keeping a watch on the rest of the tough
men of the camp. Wild called out for them to
come in, and reluctantly they did so, the scout
and Dart keeping them covered by their revolvers
meanwhile. They were placed in a line beforo
their leader, who was not lying upon the floor in
a helpless condition.
"Three-Fingered Tom," said Wild, nodding to
the prisoner, "just name those of your g·ang who
helped you comm1t the murder and robbe1·y."
"I done it all alone. There ain't none of 'em
as knowea a thing about it," was the declaration.
"All right, I believe you. It's a lucky thing fox
your friends that none of them were implicated
in it."
Then turning to Disbury, he added:
"Now then, sheriff, I am going to make a suggestion."
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"V\' hat is it, my bo)r'?" came the quick l'eply.
"\\'ell, since the rest of the tough gang seem
to be clear of the murder and robbery, I think
it would be a good idea for you to order them
to leave the camp within half an hour, and never
show up here again."
The sheriff did as Wild advised him to do, and
the bad men consented to leave the camp. When
they had gone Wild took notice that the miners
were grouped together, some inside the shanty
and some outside. He knew pretty well what
was up. They were anxious to have revenge for
the killing of the minel' named Eastman.
"Hop," said he to the clever Chinee, who was
still standing near, no doubt happy at having
won a thousand dollars from Three-Fingered
Tom, "I reckon you had better do something
funny, so as to attract the attention of the
miners. Show them your wonderful disappearing trick, if you can't think of anything else. I
uon't want them to lynch the man. I would prefer that he should be taken to Tombstone by the
deputy shel'iff."
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me allee samee undelstandee," was the reply.
"Gentlemen," called out 'Wild, as he stepped
outside, "oul' clever Chinee wants to show you a
little feat of magic. Everybody step inside for a
minute or two."
There was not a man in the camp who had
not heard of what Hop had done since he had
been there. Some of them ran forward eagerly,
but the rest seemed inclined to li~el' and talk
over the proposed lynching. However, Hop helped our hero out a little. He ran outside and began singing and jumping about in a funny sort
of way, and the result was that when he came
in again they all followed him. The prisoner
was in charge of the sheriff and the two men
he had selected to assist him.
"Get over by the door, so you can be ready
to take him out in a hurry," Wild whispered to
Disbury.
Meanwhile Hop had taken his position near
the end of the room that was opposite to the
bar. When he was ready he called out:
"Now len, evelybody watcheel"
Then he lifted a chair upon a table and quickly
got up and sat down in it. Taking a cigar from
his pocket, he lighted in and puffed away, grinning at the expectant faces before him.
"Evelvbody watchee," he repeated, and then he
sprinkled some grayish powder in a circle About
the chair he was sitting upon.
"Now len, me leddy!" he exclaimed, "me go to
China vellv rnuchee quickee."
So saying, he leaned over and touched the
lighted end of the cigar to the powder on the
table. There was a sharp fl.ash, and then a truck
column of smoke enveloped his form. When the
smoke finally cleared away it looked as thonigh
some one was sitting upon the chair, though,
11.pparently, asleep.
"Thunder!" exclaimed the sheriff, "I thought
he said he was goin' to China. He's settin' there
yet, but he looks as though he's goin' ter fall
o~er at any minute."
"My! what an awful smoke!" exclaimed Stumpy, the proprietor, as he came around behind the
bar.
"Suppose you take a little tanglefoot over to

the Chinaman. Perhaps he has fainted from
the smoke," Wild suggested.
Stumpy stepped forward with a glass of
whisky, saying:
"Here, heathen, take a drink."
There wa s no reply, so he felt for what he
suppo!!ed was the Chinaman's arm. The result
was that the figure fell from the chair in parts,
for its was composed of a couple. of empty kegs,
with a flimsy piece of drapery and a hat over
them.
· "Hip hi! Hoolay !" a voice exclaimed at the
broken window that Wild had hurled Three-Fingered Tom through.
Then in bounded Hop, who bowed and smiled
to the surprised miners. A cheer went up, and
then the miners got into groups again and began
talking in low tones. The fact was that they
had at last been aroused to the hiig·hest pitch,
and there was a feel ing rapidly sprea ding which
meant no good to Three-Fingered Tom.
"Sheriff," said the boy, in a whisper, "I reckon
you had better get. awa y with the prisoner as
quickly as possible. If you don't there might be
a lynching."
"All right, I'll do jest a s you say."
It took about twenty minutes to get the horses
ready, and by that time the miners could no
longer be held back.
· "Come on, boys," Wil<l said to his partner,,,
"we'll go to the c:amp. \Ye can't help what happen s. \Ve have don e ou1· part, I am s ur e. "
Half an hour a fter they had reached the camp
and had tol<l the girls all about what had happened, the sheriff came back, looking rather crestfallen.
"It wasn't no use, Young Wild \Vest," he said,
sadly, as he shook his head. "They got him.
They felt so bitter against Three-Fingered Tom
for killin' poor Eastman that they had ter go
ahead an' _do it. But I s'pose it's all right. Now
then, here's your five thousand dollars. You
have got ter take it, an' that's allJthere is to it.
if it happens that we find that Eastman has igot
any relations, we'll make up enoug h money ter
pay for his stolen gold dust an' send it to 'em.
Here's ther money; it's yours."
"Well, such being the case, I suppose I will
have to accept it," was the reply.
While our hero was not in need of the money,
he felt that it was his by right, since the offer
of a reward had been posted, and he had brought
the criminal to justice. · That ended the adventure at Domino Flat.
Next week's issue will contain-"YOUNG WILD
WEST'S RICHEST FANOUT; or, ARIETTA
AND THE HIDDEN CAVE."
KING SOLOMON'S AQUEDUCT LEAKY
Two of the reservoirs built by King 8 olomon
have been cleaned out, and are being used to :-upply Jerusalem with fresh water by means of an
aqueduct which passed tlnough Bethlehc,m. The
masonry work done by the great Hebrew king's
men has proved to be very leaky, which is little
wonder considering the length of time which has
elapsed since the original construction, and money
has to be spent now right along to keep it in repair.
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CURRENT NEWS
MILWAUKEE HAS MORE AUTOS THAN
BELGIUM
Milwaukee, \Vis., ha11 :U,500 motor cars, or
more than the number registered in Belgium.
:\,lilwaukee has 7,900 trucks, as compared with
6,000 in Belgium. In fact, there are many American cities which have a motor vehicle registration larger than a number of foreign countries.

CANARY ISLANDS BUYING AUTOMOBILES
More than 60 per cent. of the cars purchased
ln the Canary Islands during 1922 were American
products. The percentage was la rger than in the
previous year. Public motor buses are numerous.
The market is small and most cars purchased are
of five and seven passenger type, suitable for
rental when not in their owners' use.

HOW MOLES LIVE
The American Museum of Natural Hii:,tory offered a prize of $25 for a nest which would f'how
how the mole lives, and several were forthcoming.
Dr. F. A. Lucas, Director of the Museum, i:;aid ~curate information hitherto not available to scientists, had been secured. "This is the first authentic information about a mole's nesting habit)'
that I kn~v of," he said, "and as far as I kn0,,
the groups which we can make out of our specimens will be the first in any American mu~eum.
I had been unable to find any one who knew anything about the family life of a mole until I received the accurate information of the finders of
the nests we now have." nr. Lucas plans to , usP.
the newspapers in furthe1· hunts for unusual
specimens of animal life. He said that for three
years he had been trying to get hold of a famihof young raccoons under a month old. In spite of
a reward of $100 for such a family he has never
been able to get one.

OUT NEXT WEEK!

MVSTERV MAGAZINE, No. 144
Containing the novelette

" PHANTOM FINGERS"
By that prince of detective fiction

GEORGE B~ONSON - HOWARD
A better detective story never was written. Every chapter filled ,vith exciting action, and
it has a good plot.

This Big Number Will Also Contain

A New Serial, "THE CURSE OF NADIR," by Edwin A. Goewey

FOUR GRIPPING DETECTIVE STORIES
"RUN TO EARTH," by the cra,.ck writer, Schuyler Hamilton
"WHO PLAYS WITH FIRE," by the well-known Dou~-Ias M. Dold
"FIVE DEUCES," by the celebrated scenario writer, Lloyd Lonerg·an
And another of tll.e famous "GUTl'ER SIDE'' series

"THE MING GOW JURY"
By NEIL McCONLOGUE
Then there will be a splendid article called

"TEN NOTORIOUS CRIMINALS"
By CARL H. GETZ
Besides all these, the magazine will contain numerous short articles on all sorts of interesting subjects.

THE BIGGE.5T TEN CENTS' WORTH ON EARTH!
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A 'BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIII.
The Money Shark.
Torn learned of the case accidentally. His
indignatiqn was aroused when he heard the story
from C,arter.
The poor man was half ill with worriment, and
Torn clenched his hands and said:
"We will see· about it, Mr. Carter. I will go
this day and see this old skinflint. I believe that
the law will make him cease his usurious methods of fleecing you.''
"Oh, yes," said the merchant, eagerly, "the law
would do it if I could afford to appeal to it. But
the lawyers want such exorbitant sums• to fight
the case that I never could afford to fight it.
Then old Snugg would put the screws down
tighter on me if he learned that I had tried to
beat him in law."
Tom set his lips tifhtly.
"Oh, he would, eh?' he said.
"That is true! You see, he has the best of
me.''
Tom reassured the merchant that his case
~hould have treatment. He left him in a frightened frame of mind. He was afraid that Snugg
would take revenge upon him.
But Tom had no reason to fear the usurer. He
learned that his office was in Nassau street. He
at once went over there and walked in.
Mr. Snu,gg was in his inner office, the clerk
said stiffly. There were a number of wretchedlooking people waiting for an audience with the
money autocrat.
Mr. Snugg is busy and cannot see you to-day,"
said the clerk, "unless you are a customer."
"I ,guess I am a customer," said Tom, firmly.
"Here is my card. I believe he will find me a
customer, all right."
The clerk came back and said that Mr. Snugg
was busy. Tom was then insistent.
"I want to see Mr. Snugg," he said, sternly.
"If he does not give me an audience at once I
shall come back with the District Attorney's order for him to appear in court."
The clerk stared at the youth.
"Have you a claim a.gainst Mr. Snugg? He
always pays such promptly if it is a just claim."
"I have a claim that he will not care to disregard," said Tom, firmly. "Once more I demand to see him."
"See here, are you one of the gang?" asked the
cll!rk in an undertone. "Show me your credenth:ils. If you can show it then he will make the
:-11ht settlement with you."
Tom knew what the fellow mc:ant.

"Tl1is is not a case of blackmail " he said,
coldly; "it is a case of justice. I de~and to see
Mr. Snugig. Tell him that he cannot afford to
refuse me an audience."
The clerk hastened back. H. came out again
soon in an agitated way.
"Mr. Snugg will see you," he said, quietly.
Tom entered the inner office. A shabby woman
in tears was just coming out. Tom looked at her
sharply, and asked:
"Madam, what are you doin,g here?''
Tl1e poor woman looked at Tom in surprise.
Snugg, a short, fat man with keen black eyes
'
half sprang- up in his chair.
"I can tell you that," he said suavely; "she is
a debtor of mine. · I hav(! asked her to settle a
small account. That is all."
"Oh, I see," said Tom, coolly. "Wait outside,
madam. When I come out I will look at your papers and see if I cannot help you."
The woman looked at Tom with a sudden
ligl1t of hope in her faded eyes.
"I have already paid four times the amount
of my indebtedness," she said, tremblingly. "I
only ask that I be ~·iven credit for it."
"Hold on," thundered Snu,gg; "that is enough.
You have had kindly and generous tr-eatment
trom me. I even knocked off youi· last month's
mterest because you were ill. These people are
ungrateful, sir. They will take the money you
loan them and then they will adopt every method
to cheat you out of it."
Tom turned and sat down before the usurer.
He was silent a moment.
"Well," said Snugg, in a low tone and im,i9,uating, "what has ,gone wrong? Is there more
money needed to grease the wheels?"
"You are quite mistaken," said Tom. "I have
not come here for a bribe. I am here to ask you
a few questions."
"Snugg looked darkly at Tom. It was plain
that he was trying to see through the purpose of
his visitor.
"I see! You want a loan?''
"Not at all," said Tom. "I have plenty of
money."
"You are lucky."
"Maybe, for it ,gives me a chance to fight such
rascals as you are."
"Sir?" said Snugg, with red face, "do you
mean to insult me?"
" "I don't care how you take it," said Tom, hotly,
I have not words to fully express my opinion
of you. Now I have come he1·e to see you about
the case of Jonas Carter."
"Carter," said Snugg, Cl'aftily. "Oh, yes, he
owes me money."
"If I am riP-ht he owes you nothing. He has
paid you many times over.''
"Did he tell you that?"
"I have ~ooked up his papers and find that you
are exceeding the usury law. You have robbed
and cheated him for years. You have drained.
the profits of his business and will in the end
drive him to the madhouse. That is what has
brought me here."
"See here, that is a pretty strong statement.
You might have to prove it, sir."
"The matter explains itself.''
"I deny the allegation.''
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
A "MONKEY MOUNTAIN"
The Park Commissioners of Milwaukee, realizing that monkeys enterta\n and hold the attention
of visitors to the Zoological Garden longer than
any other exhibit, erected an oval-shaped mound,
suggestive of a mount~in, 127 feet lon_g and 82
feet wide where the primates may be viewed under as n~aTly natural conditions as possible. On
the south side of the mound a concrete cave was
made ,vith an alcove facing south. This gives
:a large open space, protected from the north, west
and eas't winds in the early spring and late fall.
At one end of the mound are a series of rock
shelves about four feet wide, upon which the
monkeys di,-port themselves a~d where _they also
receive their food. From the highest pomt on the
mound a 1·ivulet flows, winding its way westward over rocky precipices to a moa~ below,
where it terminates in a fairly exte~s1ve sand
beach on "·hich the monkeys can bask m the sun.
The entire surface of the mound, with the exception of the sand beacl:i, is sodded .. T~e mo_a~
surrounding the mound 1s 30 feet wide, on its
outer side a wall has been so constructed as to
prevent the escape of the monkeys should an_y
attempt to swim ~cr_oss th~ moat. The pl~~e ~s
so arranged that 1t 1s p~ss1ble f_or 4,00? v1s1to1s
at one time to enjoy the mteresh:r:ig antics of the
monkeys under natural surroundmgs.
MECCA A MODERN CITY
Mecca the so-called Forbidden City of the Mohammed~ns on the distant borders of ~he Red S~a,
has all the aspects of a modern American or ~1:1tish settlement, s:ays Lord Headley, _the British
Moslem peer who was the first Enghshman _permitted to enter undisguised the sacred precmcts
of the Arabic holy of holies.
Describing his stay in the kingdom of the Hedjaz as the guest of King_ Hussein, Lord Headley,
who is now in London, sai1 Mecca has telep~1ones,
telegraphs, motorcars, an-planes and wll'eless
equipment just like any modern town of tJ1e We_stern World. It even has newspapers which prmt
all the latest news from the United States.
Lord Headley asserted that m~ch of t~e s~
crecy about Mecca was legendary, as the city 1s
open to all who profess Mohammedan beliefs. He
referred to the enterprise of ai:i- An~erican lecturer who obtained exceJlent motion picture films
depicting the entire life of the city.
When he was in Mecca, Lord Headley continued, there were 70,000 pilgrims en route to the
city over the sandy road from Jeddah on the Red
Sea. The way is marked by the bleached bones ~f
the dead camels that had succumbed to. the ternble heat. One of the great can:ips provided along
the route for the comfort of pious travelers was
in charge of an Irish woman, who has looke? a~ter
more than 30,000 weary and hungry pilgrims
from many lands.
REMARKABLE CHURCH GROWTH
Church statistics show that the American
churches made the grcate,::t gains in history during the la st yea!'. The total member::-htp in-

creased to 47,461,558 persons, or nearly .'itl per
cent. of the population. The gain during the
year was 1,220,428, which is 50 per cent. increase
over the annual average grdwth of t he preceding five years. The total religious constituency
of the country is placed at 98,878,376 per~ons, with the Protestants numbering 78,113.481: Roman
Catholics, 18,104,804; Jews, 1,500,000; Mormons,
604,082, and Greek Catholics, 456,054.
The
churches were active in every way, raising the
sum of $16,628,894 moi-e than la~t year. The
Roman Catholic Church showed foe greatest increase of 219,158, with the Methoilist Church a
second, 122,975, and the Southern Baptist 97,116.
The Methodist Churches have the largest constituency in the country, 23,253.854, with the
Baptists pretty close after them, with a constituency of 22,869,098. The Roman Catholics
come third, Lutheren fourth and the Pre,::byterian
fifth. The Greek Catholics showed a 10 per cent.
increase and developed that the Greek Catholic!l
are more effectively organized than other
churches. The Methodists turned a •loss during the
preceding five years into an increase of 8,000
members. 'rhe Disciples of Christ arid Congregational churches showed slighter gains, while
the Episcopal doubled their increase of the preceding year, making a gain of 36,018. The Jewish authorities estimate the population of their
people in the United States at more than 3,300,000.
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INTEllESTING R.ADIO NEWS AND HINTS
A NEW ANTENNA CABLE
cord of Development," still makes interest and inA new antenna cable 1·ecently developed has formative reading, and the value of this is much
shown that by its use the audibility of signals can enhanced by Mr. Flatt's "Historical Survey." On
be increased by nearly 40 per cent. The conduc- the other hand, large power wireless stations are
tor is composed of ten strands of No. 18 bare being constructed in eve1·y part of the world and
rnpper wire braided closely together on a special in many ways wireless or radio is becoming more
machine to give it a ribbon-like appearance, one- and more a part of our daily life. All this is rehalf h1ch wide by one-eighth inch thick. With an flected in the Year Book by an enlargement of the
antenna 30 feet long of this type, strung in a existing features and by the publication of fresh
basement at a level about one foot below the sur- _ matters relating to direction fmding. A map secface of the ea1·th, better results were obtained tion shows the location of every wireless station
·
than with an antenna of the usual fype, of 100 in the world.
feet length, strung between two poles out of
doors at an elevation of about 40 feet.
PROPOSED BROADCASTING IN INDIA
According to recent dispatches, it was anBROADCASTERS' CORRESPONDENCE
nounced at· the broadcasting conference held in
Since the inauguration of broadeasting by Delhi that the Indian government did not intend
WGY some sixteen months ago, the General Elec• to permit broadcasting in India by individual
tric Company has received 65,000 letters from lis- firms, but, under reasonable control-as is the
teners scattered over the United States and from United Kingdom-by a single licensed company
points as widely apart as Hilo, Hawaii, and Lon- for the whole of India. It is planned that this
don, England; Vancouver, Canada and ~1- company shaU consist both of British and Indian
paraiso, Chi,le. Some of the letters are type- firms and that no non-British subjects will be alwritten and from the offices of business and prn- lowed to take part in it. The proposal of the
fessional men and some are penciled on scraps of government regarding terms of the agreement repaper froin woodsmen and from fo1·est rangers.
quired of the broadcasting company were em'rhese letters are useful to the program director, bodied in a draft form of license before the confor he learns from them what type of program
ference. Opinions upon this form will be obtainappeals to the majority of liste.ners and the let- ed from the Provisional government and chamters strongly influence his decisions in building up bers of Commerce. It is understood that the
future programs.
manufacture of receiving sets is to be undertaken
in India as soon as practicable by the new broadRADIO IN NATION'S DEFENSE
casting company. This will probably at first
Radio and its efficient handling has become one consist of importation of some parts, the local
of the vital factor&. in the defense scheme of the manufacture of others, and assembling of comnations. Acting Sec1·etary of the Navy Roose- plete sets.
vent said at the opening in Washington of a new
broadcasting station constructed by the Radio
MOTOR
IGNITION
AND
AIRCRAFT
Corporation of America.
RECEIVING
SETS
Mr. Roosevelt expl'essed _the conviction that
From a recent issue of Elektrotechinsche Zeitcommunication in time of eme'l:'gency is depeIJd- schrift we learn something regarding the interent on radio and added that the United States ference caused by the usual ignition system of an
fleet, however efficient and powerful its units aircraft engine with the reception of radio signals
might be, could not operate successfully without
aboard such aircraft. This interference is esnecontrol of the ether.
cially marked when several stages of amplifica•
He pictured the radio system of the country, tion are employed, and is most troublesome at
the powerful Government stations and the pri- short wave-lengths. The German author states
vate stations which would be manned by navy that a complete metallic shielding of the engine,
personnel in time of war, as the very nerve center including all high-voltage and low-voltage conof the fleet without which it might meet disaster. nections, gives i)l most cases a satisfactory soluThe.. development of radio communication in tion, although such practice complicates the enAmerica, both as a commercial and as a Govern- gines and makes them less accessible. A new
ment enterprise, owes more to the navy than to system is mentioned, by means of which the
any other agency, the secretary said.
amount of emitted electromagnetic enel'gy is completely compensated, resulting in what is claimed
to be absolute relief in all cases. However, deTHE WIRELESS YEAR BOOK
The 1923 edition of "The Year Book of Wire- tails of this new system are being kept secret for
less Telegraphy and Telephony," published every the pl·esent.
year by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph ComSTOPPING AUTOS BY RADIO
pany, is bulkie1· than ever. This may be ascribed to the advent of broadcasting which has
V/ireless waves coming from an unknown stacaused an interest in radio matters to be gene- tion have been used to halt a large, fleet of autorated in many new places. Though there has been mobiles in Germany. All of the cars were
no marked progress in scientific development dur- equipped with magneto$ and started out together.
ing th( yea: that most useful feature, the "Re- The run \\"as made at night and reached far out
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into the counti·y. After traveling for some lime
..A NT ENNA AN D LEA D-IN RULES
a short halt was made at a little village. StartThere
is no danger whatever from lig!itn ing
ing again, the line of machines suddenly came to
a dead stop. Every driver believed something damage if your receiving outfit is installed acwas wrong with his. car and stuck out his hand cording to the rules established recently, a copy
as a signal to those in the rear. It soon became of which may be had free upon request from the
known that all of the automobiles in the line had National Board of Fire Underwriters, No. 76
stopped as though by magic and could not be William street, New York City.
There is no danger of fire in connection with a
started. This strange accident proved to be a
test which was being made from a big radio st.a- radio receiving set? when properly installed. T h"
tion ·whose location was kept secret. At an ap- tentative rules ana regulations recently proposed
])ointed time it had sent out the special waves by the National Board of Fire Underwriters and
that ,Yere caused by powerful apparatus of new the National Fire Protection Association have
invention. These waves interfered with the mag- carefully provided against injury from danger ~
neto, which stopped the cars. The mysterious · and are essentially as follows :
test will also be applied to airplanes, electric
"'.]'he antenna, if installed outside of the buiidtrains, and even submarine boats.
ing, should be constructed of not less th;;m No. 14
copper wire or No. 17 copp_er-c'iad steel wire properly insulated at both ends, and f:ree from all
electric light, power, trolley or feeder wires. It
THE UV-199 TUBE
should not cross over or unqer any wire caai:rying
The UV-199 tube is an extraordinary tube. It 600 volts of electric curn/nt or any trolley OL'
appear-s that the filament requires but .18 watt, feeder service.
or approximately l-27th of the energy used in
"Care should be taken to avoid making connecthe usual UV-201 tube. Yet the characteristics
of the new tube are slightly better. The fila- tions to any poles carrying light or power conSufficient consideration should be
m1eu t of this tube runs at a temperature about 400 st1·uction.
r:egTees cooler than the old type of tube. It is given for sagging and swinging on account of
interesting to note that 14 different chemical ele- weather conditions. All splicing of antenna wire
1'"e1,ts are utilized in this tube besides traces of is inadvisable. If splicing is necessary on acseveral others. The filament wire is extremely count of breakage the ends should be properly
small, being but one-fourth of the diameter of an twisted and satisfactorily soldered.
ordinary hair; yet the fact is that this wire has
"Lead-in wires should be of the same size as
the strength of the best steel piano wire. The the wire of the antenna, carefully insulated from
filament is not a coated one, but it has the high the building to avoid possibility of ground.
efficiency of electron production of the coated fila"A protective device: A lightning arrester, apment and the uniformity of operation and the proved by the Underwriters' Laboratories, which
ruggedness of the tungsten filament. If the fila- will operate at a potential of 600 volts, is l'ement is operated at too high a temperature the quired, supplied with a proper ground of at least
u ectronic mission falls off and the tube becomes equal sized wire attached to a water pipe or coni noperative. However, by operation at rated volt- necting device buried in permanent moisture. The
;.ge with the plate voltage off for a period of wire should be attached by an approved clamp, as
t ,me normal electronic emission can be regained.
the permanency of the soldered attachment is
Thus improper filament operation does not spoil questionable. This lightning arrester should, if
the tube beyond recovery. Three cells of dry possible, be installed on the outside of the buildbattery, even the small flash-lamp type, furnish ing and near the point where the wire to the
the necessary current for the filament.
radio receiver enters the same.
"The ground wire from the lightning arrester
• should be carried as nearly in a straight line to
the ground by water pipes used as possible. DurMARCONI'S RECENT WORK
In a statement issued to the prnss on his arrival ing a lightning storm an arc is frequently apparat Southampton on board his yacht "Electra" re- ent in the lightning arrester, showing that its lo('"nLly, Sen11t or Marconi said that during the two cation 'should be away from the possibility of gas,
months he had been away on his research cruise coal deposits, curtains or other combustible maJ-i e had been working all the time on the system terial. Proper groundings may be secured by atof directing wireless telegraphy, by which a mes- tachment to the steel frames of lar ge buildings
sage could be sent in one direction only and he was or other grounded metallic work. The rules do
rl~lig·hted to say that experiments had proved not provide for the installation of fu ses or
i,:ghlv satisfa ct ory. The apparatus wi th which he switches. If these are installed they shou ld be loLr,d been working was th e only installation of its cated on the line between the lightning arrester
t ype, but it wa s likely to come into u1!-iversal use and the radio receiver.
in the fut u r e. The r esults he had obtamed proved
"Inside Wiring-The wires inside of the house
that communication could be maintained over long connecting to the instruments may be of smaller
distan ces . The n ew system, said the Senator, ef- size, ordinary insulated wire. The· house wires
fFctivPly el.imi nated ,Jtmospheric dis turbances, and
should be firmly fastened to avoid mechanical inlie rnkh
ay th at h e hiid experienced no trou- jury and to keep them from coming in contact
ble of th at sort during the whole of his two with light or power wires and insulated by porcemonths' r esea1·ch. The course of the trip was lain tubes or flexible tubing where they pass withroughly 2,200 miles, or the distance from Eng- in two inches or less from electric light ci;:land to Canada,
cuits.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
A LUDICROUS PANIC
A ludicrous panic happened in Pa1·is. A vast
proportion of us are liable to hysterics from fear
of diseases. It is the old story about the demon
coming to the Sultan and announcing that be pro- ,
posed to take off 10,000 of the Sultan's people by
an epidemic. After this was over the Sultan said
to the demon: "You said you would only take 10,000. There were 40,000." The demon answered:
"True, Your Highness, I took only 10,000. The
other 30,000 died from fear." In Paris a bacteriological chemist went insane and threw bottles containing various microbes out of the window. Everybody in the neighborhood fled in terror, and this terror was spread far and wide, until the Pasteur expe1ts managed to quiet them by
saying that there was absolutely no danger in
the microbes, especially where a ray of sunlight
could strike and instantly destroy them.
FORD ORDERS BIG SHIPS
Steamships to cany ore on the Great Lakes
next season have been ordered by the Ford Motor Company. The company has accepted bids of
the American S!1ipbuilding Company and the
Great Lakes Engineering Works for vessels of
the six hundred foot class.
The vessels, which will be 611 feet over all, 500
feet keel, 62 feet beam and 32 feet deep, are the
first bulk freighters ordered for the 1924 delivery. The Ford Motor Company will install the
engines, ·which will be of the direct Diesel type
with twin screw·s.
The vessels will be built hy the Great Lak,~s
Engineering Wo1·ks and will be turned out at the
Ecorse ,yards. Others probably will be built at
Lorain or Cleveland. The boats will be operated
in the ore trade between Lake Superior ports and
the River Rouge. Bids for the big freighters
were asked for about six weeks ago. Something
more than 10,000 tones of material will be used in
their construction.
GEOLOGICAL PARTY LOST IN CANYON
No word has been received from the United
States geological survey party which ~ta rted down

the Grand Canyon seven:! weeks ago since they
left Supai three week~ ago to negotiate the most
dangerous· part of their joumey, consisting of 100
miles of canyon and gorges to a point on the river
at Diamond Creek, where they had planned to receive additional supplies.
This in itself is not alarming, as they did not
expect to reach Diamond Creek until the latter
part of the month, but apprehension was caused
by 'the fact that the river rose twenty-nine feet·
in four days recently and they had no means of
receiving the ,varning of the rise ahd also that a
boat came floating down the river bottom side up.
This apprehension was relieved somewhat,
however, by the news tha't United States Government boats similar to the ones they are using
and to the one sighted at Ketheri'ne Thursday got
away at Grand Canyon Wednesday.
Sheriff W. P. Mahoney of Mohave County and
deputies familiar with the rugged country east
of Diamond C1·eek, went to Beach Springs the
nearest railroad point, to confer 1Yith Roger W.
Birdseye of the United States Gove1·nment Survey
and a cousin of the man in charge of the party
as to whether a searching party should be organized to make thei.r way on foot up the river from
Diamond Creek to see if they could locate the lost
surveying party.
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E~TING NEWS ARTICLES
LIFE HISTORY OF THE EEL
Until recent years the early life of Euro1iean
and American eels was a mystery.
It was' known that at different periods of thei1·
existence they migrated to or from the sea, sometimes crossing conside1·able stretches of dry land
in their journey, and for 20 years it has been
known that they pass the earlier stages of life in
the depths of tropical waters.
After long and patient investigations a Danish
authority found conclusively that their breeding
place was in the neighborhood of Bermuda and
the West Indian Islands.
The breeding grounds of the American and the
European eels, which are two di;;tinct species, are
contiguous, and indeed overlap, though the American eel r:;i.nges somewhat farther north in its
deep sea home than its European cousin.
The American eel completes the larval stage
in about one year, ·when it must migrate to fresh
water. The European eel requires three full
years to finish its larval development, and during
this period makes its way slowly across the whole
breadth of the Atlantic to the coastal waters of
the farther continent.
No other fish or animal in the larval stag"
makes such an enormous journey. Like the salmon, the eel passes successive stages of its life
in salt and fresh water, spending its maturity
in lakes and rivers accessible from the sea or in
brackish water along the shore.
This sojourn ranges from 5 to 20 years, after
which the eel returns to the deep sea regions of
its birth to produce its young.
SOMETHING ABOUT FRIDAY
Here are some events that show Friday up in
a very good light. The French call Friday "Vendredi" day-Venus day. Friday is Friga's day
-Friga being the northl!rn V "nu,-.. Glads~one,
Disraeli and Bismarck were born on a Friday.
Scandinavians esteem Friday· as the luckiest day
in the week. Our ancestors believed that eggs
laid on Friday wou1d cure colic. "Friday face"
still lingers as a term of reproach for a sourfaced person. Friday is Ame1·ica1s lucky day.
Columbus discovered land on that day; the Pilgrims landed on that day and Washington was
born on Friday. The printingJof the first newspaper by steam was carried out on a Fl'iday. The
unluckiness of Friday owes its origin to Clu:ist's
death on Good Friday. Good Friday, really
"God's Friday," is in some pal'ts of Europe called
Black Friday." Friday marriages are for losses,
and superstitious couples who are getting ma1·ried avoid that day. Shipping returns of all
countries show a much lower sailing rate on that
day of the week than any other day. The Talmud, the book containing the civil laws of the ancient Jews, says that Adam was created on a
Friday, sinned on a Friday and was thrust out of
Eden on a Friday. But for America Friday was
the lucky day. Columbus not only sighted land
en Friday, but he nl,;n :,;ailed on that day. He
sailed on his second ,·,.,::age on Friday and reached
Palos on that day or ~ week. On a Friday· he

discovered Continental America. John Cabot received his commission on a Friday. On that day
Melendez founded St. Augustine, the oldest town
in the United states. On F1·iday, Nov. 20, the
Mayflower anchored in the harbor at Providencetpwn and on the same day of the week the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Plymouth. The Battle of
the surrender of Yorkto\,·n occurred on that dav.
On Friday, July 7, 1776, John Adams made the
motion that "the United States are and ought to
be free and independent.'' The Great Eastem
sailed with the Atlantic cable on Friday, July
13, 1866, and landed safely at Heart's Content,
Newfoundland, on Friday, July 27, of the same
year.
A STRANGE WATER BIRD
A bird which learns to swim as soon as it
learns to fly is the guillimot, which is related to
the auk family inhabiting the tropics. Its eggs
al'e long, very broad at one end and nanow at the
other, so that it cannot roll any great distance,
but moves around in a circle. This is a wise dispensation on the part of Providence, for the guilhmot is very careless as to where 01· how ,-he lays
her eggs; any ledge or flat rock above the sea
Iev:eI_ seems to ·suit her. As soon as the baby
gu1lhmots have reached the age where they can•
walk about on the ledge with safety they are
taught to fly, dive and swim in one operation. The
mother bird takes the fledglings out, one by one,
on ,her back, and having reached a point outside
of the breakers, she comes to a sudden, jarring
stop, and giving her body a quick jerk sideways,
at the same time tossing the baby from its petch,
sending it spinning over and over down to the sea.
into ,vhich it dives as easily and as naturally ae,
its parent. The .first flight of the guillimot is
one of much anxiety to the parent l:>ird, for gull~
are on the lookout at this time of the vea r ., •1d
are usually waiting at the tumbling-off plac-e. '1'!1e
mother bird is well aware of the danger, and u:;
soon as she has tossed the little bird from he.·
back she folds her wings and drops to the sea beside her offspring.
From the day of the launching· of the baby birJ
its life is practically spent .on the sea, ,coming to
land only during the nesting season or when
driven in by the violence of the gales.
One of the most interesting species of birJ.,;
that live in the sea are the stormy petrels, 01·
Mother Carey's chickens, as they are called by
the sailors. They are the tiniest of all webfooted birds, being no bigger than swallows. The
name Petrel is another form of the name Peter,
and the bird gets its name b.ecause it appears to
walk on the water, as Peter, the Apostle, was permitted to do. No matter how rough the sea or
boisterous the gale, the little bi1·d may be seen
fa1· out at sea, lightly skimming on the waters.
It moves its wings only just enough to keep i•:s
body in the air, and thus skimming the top of the
·water it keeps its eyes on the lookout for small
fishes that may be tossed to the top of the sea
by the action of the waves.
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HERE AND THERE
STARS ARE BORN BY COLLISION OF DEAD
SUNS
Every now and again astronomer:;,watching the
skies through their telescopes, are interested by
the appearance in the heavens of a new star.
This means that a new sun has been born somewhere in the immensity of space, for these seemingly tiny objects that we call stars are in reality suns, some of them vastly bigger than our sun,
but so far away that they appear to us mere
twinkling points of light.
Just why-0r how a new sun comes into existence
we do not know. The most generally accepted
explanation, however, is that their arrival is due
to a' collision between two dead, burnt-out suns,
many millions of which are believed to be careening about in space. What astronomers call
a dead sun is a crust filled with compressed hydrogen in a half-solid state. A collision will
cause the whole mass to burst into flames, but
the very violence of the explosive fire causes the
star's death.
Sooner or later, as it rushes through space, it
will break up like a falling balloon, and that will
be the end of it as a star of the first magnitude,
although its remains-a sort of hot cinder-may
continue to exist as a small star. This is believed to be what happened to Aquilla, one of the
iast new stars to be discovered. It blazed up between the 7th and 9th of June, 1918, with vast uprushes of incandescent hydrogen gas, at a speed
of about 3,000 miles a second. It remained a conspicuous object in the heavens for over a year,
then faded away until it became visible only by
the aid of the most powerful telescopes.
GRAND CANYON TO BE SURVEYED
The problem of developing the waters of the
Colorado River for irrigation and power and to
lessen danger from floods in Imperial Valley is
arousing gi-eat general interest. The first thing
needed in connection with any such development
is a survey, but a 300-mile stretch of this 1,500rnile river, including· the ruggedest part of the
Grand Canyon, has not yet been surveyed in any
detail. The surveying and mapping of this stretch
which includes the dangerous gorges of the Marble and Grand Canyons, was started on Aug. 1, as
was announced at the Department of the Interior.
This part of the river's course, which is crowded
with bad l'apids that swirl between steep rock
banks, has been traversed on only six previous
occasions. It was fh,st explored in 1880 by Maj.
John W. Pawell, later DiTector of 1:he Geological
Survey. The present party of enginee1·s and geologists of the Geological Survey will make a trip
by boat from Lees Ferry through the canyons to
the mouth of the Virgin Rive1·, in Arizona, a distance of about 300 miles, and will make records
of the slope of this entire st.retch of the river and
of the topography.
The Colorado, one -0f the great rivers of the
country, is often called the Nile of Amel'ica. It
d ,•ains neal'ly 250,000 square miles, an area equal
to t.•.at of the Atlantic Coast State~ from Maine
to C••)rgi 1. The highest poinb in it,-, ha in ai·e

the peaks of the Continental Divide, which stand
more than 14,000 feet above sea level, and a part
of its water finds its way into Salton Sea, in
Southern California, which lies mo,·e than 250
feet below sea level.
RACES OF ANCIENT INDIAN TRIBES DUG
UP IN SOUTHWEST
Excavations of interest and imp,ortance to the
world are being made at the Hawkikuh p1·ehistoric village site, about 50 miles from Gallup, N.
M., by members of the Heye Foundation Museum
of the American Indian, of New York, according
to Capt. Thomas A. Joyce, archeolog1st an\i v,ce
president of the Royal Anthropological Institute
of Grea:t Britain and Ireland, who made Los Angeles his headquartei·s p1·eparntory to vi:;iting excavation work at Santa Barbara and Santa Catalina Island, Cal. Captain Joyce passed considerable time at the New Mexico excavations.
"The work now going on there, the l'esults of
which never before have been publis11ed, will undoubtedly throw a new light on our information
relative to the people who inhabiterl America prior
to its discovery by Columbus.
"Although the work of excava·in,9-· the pr;,historic ruins has just started we have established
without doubt that both Hawikuh and Kechipauan are two of the seven settlements known as
The Seven Cities of Gilboa,' seen by Vasquez <le
Coronada.
"Presence of iron on some of the top layers of
the excavation signifies that the village:; were ancient before the Spanish conquest. Other conclusive proof found is the g1·adual: development
of pottery uncove1·ed. In the lower levels the
pottery is plain and it graduates into some very
excellent examples as higher levels are reached.
"The excavations reveal that a succession of
tribes inhabited this region in prehistoric days.
They also show the gradual development of the
human beings who lived there from the age of the
crude stone implements up to the more advanced
periods. Evidence also has been found tending to
show that sometimes a considerable period elapsed
between the passing of one tribe and the coming
of the next.
"Articles un_ea1-thed bear a striking resemblance
to the primitive utensils and other objects still in
use by the Zuni Indians, · on whose reservation
Wawikuh and Kechipauan are situated.
"On the top layers we uncovered evidence of the
natives' association with white men. J'hese whites
evidently erected a church and a monm,tery."
Captain Joyce wa:; accompanied on a visit to
the workings near Gallup by Mr. Heye and L. G.
C. Clarke, curator of the Museum of Ethnology of
Cambridge, England. The party is making a
tour of the Southwest, inspecting museums and
places where excavations. are in progxess.
The excavations being carried on at Santa
Barbara, Santa Catalina Island and other parts
of California, are yielding a ·vast amount of data
relative to the American aboriginies, according to
Mr. Heye, \\'ho ~ay, Califomia i:; providing a rich
D"lcl fr,r the al'l·heologist.

•x,ooo Re~ard
In a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's edge they found the mutilated body of Genevieve Martin. Her pretty face was
swollen and distorted. Marks on the slender throat showed that the girl had been brutally choked to deatl'i. Who had
committed this ghastly crin,e? No one had seen the girl and her assailant enter the cottage. No one had seen the mur•
derer depart. How could he be brought to justice?
Crimes like this have been solved-are being solved every day by Finger Print Experts. Every day we read in the
papers of their exploits, hear of the mysteries they solve, the criminals they identify, the rewards they win. Finger
Pnnt Experts are always in the thick of the excitement, the heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced Detectives
Just Ordinary men
Within ai.e past few years, scores of men, men with no
police experience, men with just ordinary irrade school
educations, have become Finger Print Experts. You can
become a Finger Print Expe'<t, too. Can you imagine a
more fascinating line oi work than this? More trained
men are needed. Here is a real opportunity for you.

Course inr.
Secret Service
For a limited time, we are making a special offer of a
PROFESSIONAL FINGER PRINT OUTFIT absolutely
free and FREE Course in Secret Service Intelligence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
a brilliant career for you.
This coupon will bring you FREE BOOK and details cl
of this great offer. Don't wait until the offer has expired.
Fill in the coupon now. Mall it today.

University of Applied Science

l._ Dept.

Learn the Secrets of Identification
More and more the detection of crime resolves itself
Into a problem of identification. You can learn the meth•
ods of famous identification experts. You can learn the
science of finger print identification-right at home in
your spare time.
Send for the free book wh1ch tells how famous Finger
Print ExPerts got their start in this fascinating work.
Tells the stories of thirteen actual cases solved by Finger
Print Experts. Tells how you can become a Finger Print
Expert in an amazingly short time.
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University of Applied Science, Dept. 10.97
1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chica110, Illinois
Please send me full information on your course jn
Finger Print Identification and about Free Course m
~bii~ea\f0~r:}!~~;~~~ence. I underSt and that there is no

Name-----------------------------Street Address ______________________
City and State. _________,_ _ __
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JONES MFG. CO.

Cept, 947

GET
HEBRIDES
ISLAND

Leather

ATILEBORO, MASS.

r·oaACCD

Habit
.Cured or chewine
No Pay
form,
orenuff

Any
ciaan,cigarettes,pipe,
Guaranteed. Harmlen. Complete treatmentlent
M!ti.-'- Com Sl .00 if it curea. Nothinir if it fail••

:5U1:'ERBA CO. M-21, Baltiaore, Md.

s~~:gn:t

lrust for tbia bran new
improved 20 shot, 82 cal ..

automatic of tQe finest

blue steel. 10 shots with

extra magazine, .making

i~u't1!~~:r;.e;::~1:!i1i9.25.
b1!!~t:\"i°;,t{~';;f!t~a!;,l,,!~:C
prieed unbelrevably lo,v at $6.95..
Both gunsaboot o.ny sta.ndardn

tomat:ic cartt:idge. Monoy back
promptly if Not Satis~lad.
CONSUMERS CO., Dept.
1269 B?"oadway

11 CW,

New

'Work

If Rup ured

Try This Free
Apply it to Any Rupture, Old or Recent,
Large or Small, and You are on
the Road That HaR Convinced Thousandr.

Sent Free to Prove This
Anyone ruptured, man, womau or cbUd
sbould write at once to W. S. Rici• 65G-C
Main St., Adams, N. Y., tor n frc<' trial of
bls woncle1ful stimulallng appllcntion. Just
put it on the rupl ure and the muscles begin
lo tighten: tbey hegin to bind tog,,thei- so
that the opening clo~cs naturally and the
need of a support or truss or appUauce is
lh~n done away witb. Don't 11<'gket to scud
fo1· this free trial. Ev~n if your rupture
ao,,sn't bother you what fs the use of weari;he Is R,<'Stored to Health and Husband by
Ing supports all your llf,•? Why suffer tbis
Dr. Fred.Jll. Grant's R.-ma,rkable
nuisance? Why run the risk of gang1·ene and
Epltepsy Treatment.
such dangers from a small and Innocent. little
rupture, thP kind tbat has thrown tllOURUnds
l\frs. W . .M. BolJbitt, ·we~t Durham, N. C., on the operating table? A host of men an<l
for many years n victlm of epilepsy, or fits, women are dally running i;Hl'h risk just bewas restored to bealth In one of the most cause their ruptures do not hurt nor prev('nt
remarkable recoveries on record. "She l1as them from getting around. Write at once
not had a single uttnck since lier recovery for this tree trial, as it is c<•rtalnly e wonover four years •1g-o," says her husband, who derful thing ~ncl hos aided In the cure of
attributes his wife's present health entirely ruptures tb~t were as big ns a mun·s two
to the borne treatment originated by Dr. J.'n•d lists. 'rry nnd write at ouce, us!ug tl1e cou11. Grant, noted epilepsy or fits specinllst. M1·s. · ' .:;P..;O.;;n;..;b..;e;.lo;."';.'.;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
llolihitt was unable to obtain relief auY"·h<>re, until sb.e used Dr. Grant's famoirn
Free for Rupture
treatment. Dr. Grant's home treatmeut is
n•garded by hundreds of former sufl'erers as
W. S. Rice, Inc.,
tll<• most effective remedy ever discovered for
65G-C J\fuln St., Adams, N. Y.
1•pi11•ps,v. Any one may try it without cost.
You may send me entirely fl'ee a Sample
.rust write th<l Dr. :b'red FJ. Grant Co., and
'.llreatment of your stlmnlnting nppllcathey will send a large full sized bottle ot
hiR. remedy free, without obligation. If yon
tidu for Ruptnre.
snfler from epilepsy or fits, simply send your
name and address, age and description of
Name ................................... .
case to the Dr. Fred Ill. Grant Co., 859 Keystone Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
A'ddress ............................... , ..

FREEWIFE·FROM Fl S

State .................................... .

in 1~!11i~ ! 1ncf~nt~~fc!~e~X:
0

thoughts end actions. All secrets of
hypnotism exposed. You can cure bad
habits and diseases.
Make people- do
your bidding. Become pomilar a.nd in de~
mand, wln admira.tioa. and friends.
Full
course o! instructtou.e by world famous hYVnottst. You can quJckly learn. Sent postpaid
$2.98 co.o.D. lOc extra.).
CANDID INSTITUTE, IHI Bway.
D8Jlt. 100
Now York Clt.y

WARN INC

Amazin_g hair discovery. To meu and women, all
ages! '.f your hair is becoming thin, or if you are
bald, iLst try Kotalko and watch the mirror. Cases
being constantly reported of healthy hair grown
anew on bald snots. Dandruff quickly disappears.
Get KOTALKO at drnggists' or we will mail you
Proof Box (plain pkge.) free. Gain beautiful hair!
Write to Kotalko Office. M-370, Sta ti<''> L, New York.

The gift of an
island to its inhabitants is rather unusual, but
such a gift has
just been made of
a large part of
the
island • of
Lewis, one of the
outer
Hebrides,
by Lord Leve;rhulrne, the soap
make1·.
Lord Leverhulme pul'chased
the island some
time ago, planning' to organize
fisheries and other in d u s t r i e s
there. The project
failed chiefly becau~e the islanders objected to becoming employees
of a company.
They pn?ferred to
fish and run their
smal'. farms as
their own masters.
The most valuable feature of
the island is the
famous
Stornoway Castle and
its supporting estate.
The isl anders, who
number about 4,000, have been
rather undecided
about accepting
Lord Leverlmlme's present,
some fearing the
Castle would become a white elephant on their
hands.
It was
even talked of
asking the lord to
submit to them a
report of his revenues from and
expenditul'es on
the property in
the
last
few
years.
Now, however,
the
Stonoway
Town Council has
voted to accept
the Castle, and
do u b t I e s s the
whole gift will be
ratified by the
island
government.

BIRDS HAVE
OWN HEAVEN

r---- 50 Articles FREE

3 Pencils. 2 Penhol<lers,Pens, Ink and

fi~b~rEBi::n~: lJ~i:r B~k'.ci~~J~~ 8
8

colored Crayons Calenders. Metal
Paint Box w1th 12Water color Pain~

Bird heaven!
It is in Louisiana, in Vermilion
and Iberia par'ishes. A section
of land 12 miles
long and
two
miles wide has
been staked off
for birds. They
pay no rent.
Edward ' A very
Mcllhenny, a noted conservationist, of Avery Islands, La., has
just
purchased
135,000 acres of
land, 10,000 acres
of which is to
constitute a public shooting
ground u 11 d e r
S t a t e control.
The remainder is
to be dedicated to
the conservation
of bird life,
This is Mr.
Mcllhenny's second g1:eat contribution to game
life in Southern
Louisiana. Twenty years ago he
set aside a tract
of land to become
a "bird city" for
snowy herons. He
stocked it with
eight birds. Today there are
something
over
100,000
snowy
heron,; ilt Louisiana.
The ''bird heaven" is the largest
piece of land devoted tc that pu1·' pose by a private
individual in the
country.
It is
is more widely
known among the
birds than among
humans. The
north and south
flights are nearly
always via southern
Louisiana,
and thousands of
birds stop off to
visit or to make
their hom'es
&here.

!~h:::id~~~1!'$~b~1hi!"as~cles.

ti~~r=~

11..SC.\\.OO'\.. S'E."'i ~ We !rive this Big 60-ficce Combina•
't¼\i&PbVi,. \SS
S~~};::1a~nf0cl!n~~~ket1

'i+\5\~\

, Order today.

IONES MFC. CO.,

Dept.

Send no Money•

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

94l\

PIMP·LES

RUSH ri:

Your Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared ol
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema,
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

F DEE
IR

0

;~r:,e y;~

cnn get this Football Outfit,

ot Gonu•n• Loathe,-.

Padded Headgu• rd, Reg..

Write today for my FREE BOOKLET,

ulatlon Foo tb a 11 and
Offlclal Football Pant•

::re~.!:a!lf~ft!rt1!1:~:.atf~~1116~°ei.n~

$1000 Cash nys I can ctearyourakln of the above bfemish•••

E.S. GIVENS, 186 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Resurrection Plant
One of the most wonderful plant~ known.

~~::~e.e9 l~~~:nr:

a. few mine.tea from.
- I••••
an
apparently
life,..
dr1 herb
to a

BEAUTIFUL LIVINC FERN LIKE PLANT of a dark 11roe11.

':ite~!Tf~ifi1~;e~ ut1a::J'!t~i<tci
,z-row in 20 minutes. W.bentakenoutit

~~

1

18

8
~g~!. KO t~~:~
1fo~~ti~r~:i~
10 cents each
~:/~!ft'· AGENTS WANTED
11

inU\r~

ea.mmer or winter..

Johnson-Smith Oo.,

Dept. !l9,

This fashion•
able Ox Blood

f0.-7,

.

f:otyt•rJ~

~~.SJ
s~.~~\.. !:~irt..1'i~••:.~J.~~~:r 8~l~
plated, etone,set PENDANT & NECK CHAIN
will ALL be Given
FltEE to anyone eellinF
only 12 cards of oor

tut - sellin_w Rosedale
Dress Fasteners at 1 o
oent• per card.

•

W TRUST YOU I

A.

T,DALEMFG,CO.,

PROVIDENCE. R. I.

ELITE JEWELRY uorsE
306 S. Wabash Av~.,

D~Y~.1!!!'!!1'~
choice of 44 Styles, colors and sizes of
the famous RancerBlcycl~s. E:xpresspre-val<I. Low Fact::;ry.to-Rider Prices.

Monfllst0'Dnr
12-na
lamp

ifd••i.ud.Man7boya
1
the •lDJIJI month~u:-~nfi: • eaailJ' • aYe
whe•b,
•, and. eq:ulpmeDt at:
•-~:, balfuau• prices.Wnteforremark•
le factory 1>ricea and marvelous offers.

Dea

".ACyde

,om~,~=?:,

II DQf1D1ssCblca<jo ,,.. catalo&

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspaper
and Magazine Illustrntlng, Pastel Crayon
Portraits and Fashions. By Mnll or Local
Classes. Easy method. ,vrite for terms and
List of successful slU<!<>ntR.
•
ASSOCIATED AR'l' STUDIOS
A-92 Flatiron Jlulhlln&', Neu· York

Bald Men

Grow- Hair

Surprising reports are coming from men who
\"~ere bald or losing hair and who acqllll°P. a new.

:::ik~~:

I have an honest, proven umedy tor
It re (big neck).
It checks tbe

&' o

growth at onre, reduces the enlarge.
ruen t, stops pain an<.l distress and re-

Heves lna llttle whlle. Pay when well.

Tellyo11rrr1eoclsabouttbl•. Write
meatonee. DR. ROCK.

Dept. 96 Box 737, Milwaukee, Wis. 8'..j,;..JtJ.i;...::---'I

BovsandGMs[
0

·
affi Xmas M
oney
Sell for

Wri te !or i;o sets
Al\11<11UCAN CUR I 8'l'M.AS Sl!l.ALS.

~~'.~(~ set.

ll'bcu soJcl, send ~IS $3.00 and keep

U. 1\'eut>t'tk<•r, 9Gl JC. :!Sd St., llrooklyn, N. Y.

fic~'r~hd~fn'i'!~'th~ir:~fs:reatment that

"Four inches of hair have grown over what
was a bald spot," is the rel?ort of G. W. Mitchell
"I had a lar!l'e bald spot and real, healthy hair has
developed all over my head" writes C. F. Hei!-ier.
Imagine the enthusiasm of Albert H. Flary when
he reported : "My head was as bare as the bottom
of my feet. and now I have a good growth of bair."
Geo. M. Schwank reports that even with a second
;,pplication of the comr>onnd his hair stopped fall10g; thtrn a new growtl~ smrted. The wel1 known
mercha,t. ,John H. Brittain was almost completely
baldandaft•r usin,r Ko+,ifko a new full crop of hair
grew. Legio~•, of Aimilat reports from men and
women. Free Rox of Kotnlko Malled to 'Ioul
Anyo1!o who is losi'1$r hair, or is bald may obtain
a full size box of Kotallrn under monev-ref-und
gg:irantee _at any busy dru~~ist'!-i. 01· a 1lrnof box
will he mn1lerl free. noAtnain. m:-:-rr,ly h:v wviting to
Kotulko Offices, P-370. ShtLion L, N,•"' York, N. Y,

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LATES'I' ISSUES - -

Useful, Jm;fructive and Amusing-. They Contain
Valuable Tnfo~mdion on Almost Everv Ruhieet.

1000 Young Wlld West and the Trapped Troopers; or,

ArlPtta and the .Apache Ambush.
anrl the ('owg!rl Queen; or, The Clenn-ap at
Ranch Forty.
1062 " and the Indian Agent; or, Arlelta's Doring
Expose.
1
1063 " and the Rich Ranchero; or, The Shot That
Made a FrlPnrl.
10(14 " and the D.eoth Stream; or, Arlettn's Awful
Alt0rnatlve.
1005 " ,md "Rpotted Snm": or Trailing n Halfbreed.
t0fl!l •· Scrimmage in Mexico; or, Arletta and thP Vari11Pro Dandy.
1067 " Balking the "Baa•· Men; or, Raved by the Clever
C.:hlnee.
10(1~ " I,pnrling thP C'owhOYR: or. Arlctta's Fight With
the RustlerR.
1069 " Outwitting the Outlows; M, Dnndy Dick's Deftan~"1070 " Pm·Ruing th,. PRwnPCS; or, Arfptfa llnd the Redskin PrinCPSR.
1071 " and "Cunniug Chip"; or, Tl,e Gold Gang ot
the Gulch.
1072 " nnd thP RordPr C'rooks; or. Arletta and the
Smuggler Que,•n.
1073 " Fighting the Fire FlendH; or, Saving a R0ril
of <'nttlP.
10'115 " an,1 tl1e :"\ll•nt, Scout; or, The Sign Th11t Saved
tbe Settlement.
l07ll " Rtnklnir a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta 11ud tl1e Grizzly Rear.
1077 " Roping the "Gl1ost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outhrenk.
1(Y78 " <'npturing n Clalm: or. Arletta and the Gold
Pocket.
1079 " nn,1 th<' DNtdwoorl Deadsbot; or, Tho Mnn WlJo
WnR Hard to Beat.
108() " R,•~rulng a nnnchmnn; or, Arletta nnd tbe
RPnegnde Cowboys.
1081 " BPI rn)'<>Cl hy a Greaser; or. Sealed In 1111 Aztec
Tomh.
101<2 " FhrM a t th<' Forki;: or, Arietta and the Lost
Rmigrnnt Train.
1083 " nncl tl1e DeRpNado; or, Thr MllRked Men of the
llfonntnln.
Wefiton Welrome: or, Arlettn's Birthdny Gift.
108-1 "
1085 " Rnpid-Flrp Flght: or, Holding a Cave or Golcl.
1086 " at n <'owboy "Shindig"; or, Arletta Calling a
1061

"

Rlul'I'.

!OR7

"

10AA
1089

"
"

1000

"

10111 "
1002
10!>3

"
"

1on.i "
HY.Hi

••

10!16

"

anrl Ren or Rnoto: or, The Brlgaocls of the
RorrlPr.
<1alllng th<' C'nvalr.~; or, Arlt'tfa'R 'l'hrll!lng Rlcle.
Hendy Rift<'; or, The Bullrt Thnt Found a
Marlc
Rontl AgPnt Round-l'p; or, Arl<'fta Carrying
thr ll!all.
nnd flw Red Ranchero; or. 'l'bc Plot to Burn
•
a RPttlement.
On a T'nzzlinrc TrRil: or, ArlPHs's Nngget Clue.
Richest Spot
'l'hp
or.
RngPhrnRb;
Fight lo th,:
In N!'vncln.
and Little Moccasin: or, Arletta'R PawnPP PPriJ.
Rtopplng a "Rhoot-T'p"; or, The Grudge 'rhat
K<>pPr wn~ raid .
On thP Frontier; or. Arletta nod the Mc-xlcan
Onllnws.
••le bv 1tll nrwsdealera, •r will be •ent t<> an:.

Jl'or
nddre111 • 9n rf'~t"il~t of prle,e,, 7e pe-r copy, In money of'
uo&tftge atomp •, by
HAnRV Jr.. WOJ,FF,
106 Wut 23tl Street,

J'ubll•her, I • o.,
New Yerk City

NAPOLEON'S ORACULu,,1 A:Nn DRF.A,t
No. 1.
ROOK.-C'ontaining the grPat nrncle ot human rl~stlny:
nlso 111P true mpnning of almost nny kind of d1·Pnm•.

10.t?f'\thPr with charm~. ceremnnif•~ nn<l curiom; gamPs nt
C'arcls.

No, 2. HOW TO DO 1'RICKS.-The gn•at hook nr
mng11· 1111,1 cnrd tricks, co11taiui11r.r full instructions 011
ull leHclh1g- card tricks of the dHy. also the most popn)n_r mnglcal illusions as performed Ii)' 0111· leading m11g1Prn11s: Pvery boy should olttain a c-opy of th!s hook.
_N o .. 3. H:O'W TO FLIRT. -TbP arts nncl wiles of
fl_11·tntion are. fully exphliued hy this Iii tlP hook. HeSHl<'s the various methods of handkerchiPf. fan, i:,:lnve.
pnrasol, window and hat fllrtntlou, it ~on1ninR n full
lls.t of tile 1,·ngun,ro and sentiment of flowers.
No. 5. IIO,V TO ]l[AKE LOVE.-A complete gnitfo
to lovp, courtship nnd marrlnge. giving sensihlc nrlvlce'
rnlPs. nnd Pt)qnette to he observed. with m:rny curiou~
nnrl rnterps(mg thln11:s not ,renernlly k11Mn1.
No. 7, HOW '.f'O KEEP. BIRD>'.-Hanrl,nmelv illus1ra1etl and ~~n(arnlng fnll rnstrnrtinns fnr th~ mnnngpmPJlt nnd trn1nrng of the canary, morkingbii·d, boho11 k
n ·
hlMkbird. paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. !). HOW TO BECO~IE A , ·ENTRTT OQPIST
Tl.v IInny Kenue<l:v. 1'h<> secret giY~n nn·n:i,' E;e;.,, ·1;;-::
t 0ll1gent boy reading this book of instructions. hy n

prnrtlcal professor. rnn maste1· the ort, aurl rrentr iin
an1011nt of fun for l,lm_self and fri•nrls. H Is tlw iri·en(".
i:iool, ever puhlisbed, and there's millions /of !nn)

f~t

No. 10. HO,_v TO BOX.-The art of sclf-defPnRp mad,.
Pnsy C'ontalurng rn•er thirty illustrations of gnnrds
hlo"·s nnrl the dltf,,rent positions of a good ho · ·
Even•. ho:v should ohtnln one of these useful anrl x1~;:
struPln·<'. hookR, as It will teach you how to box ·Ith"
out an rnstrnctor.
t
No. 11. HOW ·ro WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A
romplPte little hook, Pontnlnlng full illrectiona tor
lng love -let tPJ'S, nn,1 when to use tlwm, giving spec!
men
1•1 tprs for youn.ir nnrl olrl.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE
- rt I~ n. great life secrpt, null one tllat PVery yo 11 ·
mn!' tlr~1rrR to know nhout. 'l'hpi•e's bnpplnp~,i 1n
No. 14. HOW TO_ MAKE C'ANDY.-A: romplptp Jianrl:
~;.or~r:~1: :t~~ng all kinds of candy, lce-crea,u, syrups,

;,?:i1-

~f

No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL._ 0
of
thp hrightPst an/I most vnlunble littl(' books ever°
10 the world. Everybody wlslles to kno"· 'how t g ven
(·ome bPantlful, hoth inale nn(l female. The sec O tbl-8
re
Rimplp nnd nlmMt costless.

f

JIOW TO F.lNTER'i'ATN A:'i' EVENING
No. 20.
PARTY-A most complete compenrllum of irames s·

"" rd diversions. comic recitations. Ptr .. suit~ hle · r~J'';:nt;:
lor or rlr:twlng-room entertainment. Tt contains m t
O ~
.
for the monP:V thRn Rny book puh]isheil.
No. 29.

JIOW TO BEOO:\IE AN JNYF.NTOR.-F)vp,

hoy shoulil know bow lnventloos orlginnti•a. This ho~k
Pxplnins them all, giving exampleR ln rlPrtrlrlt·v hvclrnullcs. magnetism . optics. pneunrntkR. meN,ani~s. etr
No. aa. HOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing the MllP.
nnd-'l!t!ouette of good society and the easiest and m s~
npprovecl methods of appe11riug to .iroo(l advantnge
~gi~es, balls, the theatre, church, and In the drawing-

oat

No. SI!. HOW TO PLAY GAJ\1E8. -A complete nnd
nsefnl lltrie book, cont11!n!ng the rules and t·eguletlon

11
of bllllarc1s, bagatelle. back-gammon, croquet. dominoes

•

etr.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Cont1tlnlnir all tbe leading conundrums ot tll• day, amusin,cr
riddles. curious catches nod witty sayings.
No. 86

No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Jnrludlng hints on how to ratch moles. WPMels. otter rnt•

lscENAR1os

II

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price Sil Centi

"l'hls book contains all the most recent changes In the
ll)ethod ot construction and submlulon of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, co-.ering every phase ot scenario writ,
Ing. l!'or snle by all Newsdealers and Bookstore•.
T! vou cannot procure n copy, send us the prlc~.
St.i cents, In money or postnge >tamps, and we will
mail you one. postace free. Adilrcss

II

___________ ----------------L. SENA.RENS, 219 Sf''eatb Av4 ., New York, N. Y.

,,

•qulrrels and birds.
11lustrated.

Also how to cnre skins. Copiously

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ICND MEN'"
,TOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng a great vnri<'l y of the latMt

jokes used by thP most famous end mPn. No amatPllt
minstrels Is complete without this wonderful little book.

For sale by all newsdeale1s or will be sent to

any address on receipt of price, 10 ce~ts per copy,
in money or postage stamps, by

ll.ARRY E. WOLll'F, Publisher, lne.
lG6 West 23d Street

New York

